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Diplomats pay tribute to Steven Biko t/(c ( C 
Riot-equipped police. . watch thousands in mourning 
KING WILLIAM'S TOWN year-old black activisl Biko died under represented that sent ' mother, wife and two small knowledgable sources have before you lusterless, apartheid that stands 
(AP)-.~Almost20,000mour- leader whose prison death mysterious circumstances ranking diplomats to the sons. said an autopsy showed Biko punished and mutilated by astride this cotmtry with the 
nets, fists and voices raised has become a focus for in a prison cell Sept. 12. funeral--William Bowdler, " As the wagon rolled into died of severe brain the agents of the forces of blood dripping from every 
in black-power salutes and black dissent and • in- Andrew Young, U.S. am- ambasssador to South the stadium, mourners who damage. Officials have not darkness," Pore," said Farouk Meer, 
songs, converged on an ternational protest and an bassador to the United Africa, and Don McHenry, had ' gathered from yet released the results of ACCUSED OF SPYING vicechairman of the South 
open-air sports stadium embarrassment for the Nations, sent a three-foot deputy ambassador to the throughout the country the autopsy. . . As she spoke, fighting African Indian Council. 
Sunday for the funeral of government, wreath inscribed: "No UN. They placed wreaths on broke into the black na- "Biko is dead at the nanas broke out in a corner of tl~ Apartheid is South Africa's 
Stev~Biko in an outpouring nation can afford to lose its the o~n coffin at Biko's tionalist anthem, God Bless of the beastly security stadium where black youths system of racial separation. 
of anti-government fervor White riot police, sgme most dedicated and creative home before the funeral Africa, and then listened as police," said Faith accused a reporter of spying Biko was arrested three 
that is rare ~ tightly con- arined with senu.automauc leadership." Another from procession began, black leaders bitterly at- Matlaupane, president of for the police. The reporter weeks before his death 
trolled, white-ruled South rifles, patrolled this coastal American tennis aceArthur Biko's coffin was drawn tacked the white-minority the all-black South African was knocked abou{ and under sweeping security 
Africa. South African town 79.0 Ashe read: "A Iribute to a atop an ox wagon from the regime and its security, Students Organization several blacks came to his laws that allow detention 
They_ were joined by top kilometres(450mfles)south dedicated leader." Bot~ tiny, twobedroom house in police, blamed by anh- which Biko founded while in aid when Matlaupane ap- without formal charges. 
U.S. diplomats and ~ther of Johannesburg, No major Young and Ashe are black, the segregated black government critics for medical school, pealed for calm. ARer ~e servlce, l~o  
~a~yivg~ representatives in inc!dents were reported The U.S. was the only one township of Ginsburg where Biko's dea{h. "He died as many, others "Stove's death was was buried at a cemetery 
tribute to the 30- duringtheflve-hourserviee, of 13 Western countries Biko had lived with his News reports citing did. His body lles here caused by this beast near Ginsburg. 
PQ approves the .herald cloor-to-door 
SHERBROOKE, Que. for what he termed scare 
(CP)--ThePartiQuebecols ~ro.~..,a~la nd constant New oil port aplZ'oved a wide-ranglng nosumy. 
"hiformatl0n action plan" FIGHT 'BLACKMAIL' 
Sunday aimed at wiiming The action plan, prepared 
the independence rotor- by the executive and ap- 
".mi@borhood by proved by the PQ's 3OO- 
,,mSnDorn0oa, street by member council, said the 
street, family by fami ly . "The  p an calls for press party would have to flght thefederalistS,,principal weapon...and emo-their study revealed 
attaches in each o f  the tlonal blackmailand the ex- 
province's 110 ridings, a ploitation of fear." 
monthly 30-minute The document said the 
television show featuring partyhas to convince pepple 
Premier Rene Levesque, a "of the possibilities which East aT~d we~t Anderson said the federal 
study also consider sites new nationalist publicity independence offers, in 
campaign and visits by comparison with the south of Vancouver, in the 
cabinet milllsters and party powerlessness in which we I ' )  C Maritimes, on the lower St. 
members to all corners of are kept by the federal  .orts onsidered Lawrence River and at 
the province. . system:' .. Portland, Me. 
Levesque told reporters at On a riding level, theplan VICTORIA CP-The federal government will He said certain porU0ns of 
the ,end of a weekend will result in campaign release to the Thompson oil inquiry a study it ts the federal study are 
meeting that the plan might organization commlttees as preparing 0n the subject, the head of the inquiry said "idiotic" because they 
• be seen as propaganda, not at election time as well as Saturday. assume Thompson will be 
in the sense of distortion, but training of a group of party . making decisions on east 
• in the sense of spreading the members to answer 
,party's eparatlstmessage, questions from the public 
"We're going to spread "about our option and the 
what we want to spread as actions of the government." 
efficiently as possible," he Levesque mphasized at 
the news conference that the 
Dr. Andrew Thompson It was later broadened to coast ports. 
said the study is still being, include proposals for Cherry 
drafted but should be Point and Port Angeles, "The federal government 
completed next month in both in Washington State. still doesn't know Thom~ 
time for public hearings. Thompson has held heartngs son's terms of reference," 
said. Dr. Thomson had said in communities around hesaid. "rhompson can't be 
Tne party would not stand action plan would be paid last week that he was B.C., and the inquiry is e~ted  to make decisions 
by and watch others dkt?rt for by the par~ and not by. unaware of the independent scheduled to re-open here about ice conditions on the 
its policies, the premier me government as oppos.ea study being done by  the today. _ St. Lawrence River." 
said. On Saturday, to federal authorities WhO energy, mines and OTHER SITF-~ . . . . .  The federal" study was 
l~vesque lUhed, out at the are Ush~.L~blie.funds for resour,~es mi~IshT, headed Former B.C. Liberal first revealed in a letter 
~ ~ l j e  medla,,:, various mil~,:~ummittees bY -AIutaIr -Gill~spie, but :  leader~l:~vid-Anaerson, • from =.Gillespi~:~.to another 
thatla Montreal, and study grbups, had added.that i was no~ representing the B.C. cabinet m/n/ster. 
u nsual for government Wildlife Federation at. the "We can smile wryly now 
Arms ta lks  departnients todo their own inquL,,y, said Satm'day that at the obvious incompetence 
studies on such matters, the federal study lists six of this situation," said 
The Thompson inquiry possible oil portsites on the Anderson. "If the story 
was established last March east coast as well as the about Gillespie's letter 
~,*^ cont inue  by the federa, government west. -- hadn't beenprinted, wecan 
to assess aproposal to build wonder if the federal study 
an oil port at Kitlmat, B.C., As well as the Kitimat and would ever have been 
• MOSCOW (AP) -- The p~oblems remaining after 750 miles northwest of here. Washington State sites, presented to the inquiry." 
Soviet Union joined the U.S, the Washington talks. But Trees for Terrace's 50th birthday were planted Sunday by local brownies, cubs 
on.Stmda.yinpledg~..to U.S. officials and Gromyko and guldesinaceremonycombinedwithamemorlalservlceforLadyOIave Israel okays U S plan aanere zo the exmung had said afterward that the Baden-Power, wife of the founder of the international scouting movement. A 
strategic arms lilnitation two sides moved closer five-foot post, background, is inscribed to the effect hat trees in that comer of 
treaty (SALT) while nego- together on the unresolved lower Little Park were donated by the groups. Group standing behind one of the • • 
tiaUons continue towar~ issues, saplings is representatlve of the organizations. Cen/re, Tania Halber, Second 
ch~Wertng out a new ac-. The statement said the Kltsumkalum Brownies, left, Kerry Sinclair of the Third Skeena Brownies, JERUSALEM (AP) -- The plan was approved at Jordan and Egypt in a move 
Soviet Union willcontinue to Chantal McFarland of the Klsumkalum Guides, John Gray of No.6 Terrace Cabs Israel announced approval a meeting of Premier for separate, transitional 
abide by the expiring and Carol Derrick of No. 3 Skeena Guides. Sunday of what it saidwas a Menahem Begin and his agreements with both 
A Soviet government ag/~ement "in accox~lance ' four-I~lnt U.S. compromise cabinet, countries. 
statement reported by the with the readiness ex- proposal to reconvene the 
news agency Tass said pressed by both sides to "~ l " f t~ ' t~,~U marches a"";n  tJL Geneva Middle East peace In Washlngton, a state Thema~azinesaysDayan 
Moscow will avoi~i taldng complete within the near confereneewlth a single all- department spokesman said talked with an emissary 
any stepsincompatiblewith future the work on a new Arab delegation at the while the proposal has from Egyptian President 
the current SALT agreement ... and in ~ opening session, merit, there has been no Anwar Sadat in Paris two 
agreement-set to expire interests of malnthin~g the MOBK,E, Ala. (AP) -- quietly, near the C~zr- The injured officer, agreement on this approach weeks ago. As previosuly 
Oct. 3,provided theU.S, status quo while the talks on Severaldemonstratorswere tbo use . to  r c~.~ c]  Donald Pinkney, was The government said that among the Arab eotmkies or reported-elsewhere, the 
shows the same restraint, the new agreement are injured Saturdayasseveral policemen and squad cars Ireatedin hospital for head under the proposal the the co-chairmen of the magazine says Dayan met 
U.S. State Secretary being concluded." hundred blacks confronted escorted the marchers down injuries. Police refused formal opening would Geneva conference, the with Jordan's King Hussein 
during a visit to London five Cyrus Vance issued a The expiring 1972 accord 100 persons marching in a Royal Street. comment on the charge followed by workinggroup United States and the Soviet weeks ago. 
s/inilar statement Friday sets limits on land-based United Klans of America However, the marchers againstPinkney, but said he talks between Israel and Union. ~" . 
after two days of arms talks and submarine-launched march through downtown, were met by several hun- was released on $500 bond. i n d ' i v i In Paris, the magazine 
in Washington with Soviet intercontinental ballistk In addition, a black, off- dred blacks at Bienvflle Pinkney's father, Booker Palestinisns--but not known ~ says, Dab, an met with a Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. missiles. It does not limit duty city policeman was Square. Pinkney, said his son told members of the Palestine NEW YORK (AP) -- high-ranking Saudi Arabian 
heavy bombers that carry beaten and arrested uring him he had been charged Liberation Organization-- Newsweek magazine says official acting on behalf of 
The Soviet statement nuclear bombs . or . the the confrontation. Police in riot gear moved with resisting arrest, would be included among Israeli Foreign Minister Sadat. What transpired has 
made no mention of number ofmissilesthat can The m~rch by the white- between the marchers and disorderly conduct and the Jordanian represen- Moshe Dayan has begun not been disclosed, the 
progress achieved or carry multiple warheads, supremacist k lan begs# theblacks, assault on a police officer, tatives, secret negotiations with magazine says. 
• But the meeting was ' important enough for Dayan 
Austere defence policies cause short supplies tript° interruptto WashingtonhiS scheduledand fly 
• eq ipp d S fight on back to Is rae l fo raqu ick  n er u e U. . Army can't c ventional war says.Menahem Begin" Newsweek 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Unlike the conventional forces, --The army has only 7,000 of the fewer than S0percent of the AtlanUc DEFENCE ESSENTIAL 
• ability of the United States to fight a U.S. strategic nuclear striking arms nearly 15,000 tanks planners believe root's F-14 fighter planes were A new defenee directive, issued 
major conventional war has been ~ppear to be in good shape. These it must have to defeat Soviet armor ready to fly. after months of study, reinforces M A n  
seriously weaken.ed by shortages in lo~g-range missiles and bombers and replace anticipated heavy battle PERSONNEL DROPPING what has been the major focus of 
key weapons and ammunition ann and missile submarines are losses. The Russians outnumber The U.S. military services have U.S. military policy--to defem 
by,,other critical deficiencies, designed todeter any nuclear attack Allied armies by about hree to one about 2.1 million men.and women in Western Europe as close to the k i l l e d  
' Stated frankly and simply, our on the U.S. " .' in tanks in the crucial Central Eu- uniform--l.5 million less than the Communist border as possible 
"army is outgunned and inad..equ.ately ropean sector; Vietnam war peak and the smallest without yielding any more German 
e(p l i i~,"  said .Go. n, ravin Jones, INCREASED CONCERN number since before the Korean soil than is necessary. A Terrace man died 
U.S.-Air Force cme~ m staff. During the last year, Congress and --The air force has about half the War in 1950, after a car overturned on 
, "We have had to live with under- the Pentagon have shown concern advanced air-to-air missiles it needs The 468-ship U.S. Navy i.~ nearly 
about he readiness of conventional the smallest since before the 1941 The AP learnea that the European Highway 25 south of the equipped tactical fighter units as defence against enemy fighter war reserves tocks contain only distr ict at 4:30 a.m. 
sli0rffalls in airlift capability, an U.S. land, air and sea forces to dea l  pla_.n~; e Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. about 25 per cent of the tanks [ Friday. 
austere ..; air defence force ... and with a possible attack on Western army national guard and The fleet was reduced by retiring required, one-third of the am 
' persistent shortages of aircraf Europe by  the Soviet Union. reserve has few units rated ready hundreds of older ships for economy munition, no armored personnel | Dead is Louis Hamel, 
~e,,~arts and some types of muni- This concern grows from a belief for deployment. The air force, Teasons. carriers, and no longbarreUed, self- 117, whose car apperently 
that the Russians may have marines and navy are generally But there are pluses as @ell as propelled artillery, which division [ran off the highway near 
• Jones said the Pentagon has developed enough ard-hitting, fast- regarded as being in better shape; minuses, commanders say is vital to match [ the KitimatRiver. Two 
started corrective actions, but a two movingground and air power to --The reserve manpower pool has The air force's tactical air corn- the longer ranges of the Soviet field I passengers whose names 
month investigation b~l i The attack Western Europe with little dropped to 429,000 from 1.6 million mand, which is responsible for guns. 
warn . " five years ago. Because the draft is preparing U.S.-based fighters for I are not yet known are in 
Associated Press shows it take ain~nessproblems also undercut dead, this individual ready reserve deployment, claims it can double the [ being treated in Mills two to six years to cure most of the Re 
nm or shorteomln~. U.S. ability ~o use ground, sea and would be the main source of nearly 600U.S. fighters now based in The reserve stocks in ,,:ur0pe are Memorial Hospital. 
' '~t will take at least five or six air forces effectively in the Far. replacements for battle casualties in Europe in 96 hours and have them in important because the shortage of Terrace RCMP 
years of concerted effort before the East, Middle East and the oil- the first weeks and months of a war; combat almost immediately, long-range airlift capacity ma~es it released no further in- 
" materiel condition of the entire fleet producing Persian Gulf. --Poor reliability of some new The volunteer military concept questionable whether enough fresh formation on the in- 
attains a sustainable satisfactory The investigation highlighte~ aircraft, ships and other complex has been under criticism from equipment and ammunition could 
leve]," said the defencedepart~ent, these significant weaknesses weapons have caused major Capitol Hill since the draft ended reach Europe in time to influence eident. 
• describing the U.S. Navy, ' ' among others: • ' / problems. During one recent period more than four years ago. the battle during the first 30 days. 
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Clark supported 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A resolution expressing unanimous 
support for party leader Joe Clark was passed Saturday by 
the national council of the Progressive Conservative Youth 
Federation. 
"We're fed up with exaggerated press reports of 
bickering within the party,'~--federation president John 
Aimers .said in a prepared statement. 
He stud members of the federation "feel that Joe Clark 
~ resents the best hope for young Canadians who want a , reasonably-priced housing and less government inter- 
rence in their  lives." 
The national council is made up of the federation national 
executive and presidents of provincial Conservative youth 
associations. 
Aimers said 35 per cent of voting delegates at the Con- 
servative party annual meeting starting in Quebec City 
Nov. 4 will he from the youth federation. 
Lang to ( :hina 
HONG KONG (AP)  - -  Canadian Transport Minister Otto 
Lan~ left here by train Sunday for an ll-day visit to China at 
the invitation of the Chinese government. 
tang, who arrived here Friday from Singapore, also is 
minister in charge of the Canadian Wheat Board. 
Lang said the purpose of his visit to China is to ensure that 
trade relations between the two countries continue to im- 
prove. 
He is scheduled tovisit Japan after his stay in China. 
Pragmaz c leader 
PEKING (Renter) - -  China's pragmatic new leaders 
have tightened their g.flp on the armed forces by naming 
southerner Wei Kuo-chmg to direct the amy's  political 
machinery. 
The key post was previously held by Chang Chun-chiao, 
one of the disgraced "Gang of Four" radicals purge d last 
October. 
Wei, 70, was referred to in an article in Sunday's People's 
Daffy, the Communist party organ, as director of the 
political department of the People's Liberation Army 
(PLA), in effect the army's chief political commissar. 
A member of the party central committee, Wei has been 
serving as party first secretary in Kwantung province and 
first political commissar of the PLA units in Canton, the 
Kwantung capital. 
He is regarded by analysts here as being close to Deputy 
Premier Teng Hsiao-ping. . . . . . . .  
During his temperary politica! exne rest year, Teng is un- 
derstood to have spent some time in the Canton area under 
the protection of local party and army leaders. 
Teng re-emerged in July to become number three in the 
Chinese lderarchy after 18 months in political eclipse dur- 
ing the period of radical supremacy. 
Army leaders have said a thorough purge of radical in- 
fluence is under way in the military. 
As usual, the Peeiple's Daffy gave no indication.whenWei 
was appointed to his new post. It said merely he had at- 
tended an army cultural and artistic performance that 
_ended Saturday. 
Lover sought 
HOPE, B.C. (CP) - -  RCMP were seeking an 1"8-year-old 
Hope youth who + they said faces abduction and robbery 
charges in what appears to have been a jealous-lover case 
in this community 160 kilometres east of Vancouver 
Sapot~H:eYsaid a 44-year-old Vancouver man, who apparently 
got a little too close to the youth's girlfriend, saidhe was 
kept against his will in a motel unit under threat of torture 
with knives, belts and sticks. The man also said he was 
robbed of $50 and driven to the HopePrinceton Highway 
where he was beaten and kicked. 
RCMP were holding a 15-year-old youth in connection 
with the incident. 
Beer dest "oyed 
SPOKANE, ~ash. (AP) --Fire at a north Spokane ware- 
house early Saturday destroyed 1,500 kegs of beer and six 
beer delivery trucks, a fire department spokesman said. 
No one was injured, but rare than 20,000 gallons of malty 
liquid was ruined in the kegs, which hold between 15 and 16 
gallons each. 
Fire officials said arson was not suspected. Firemen 
drove.three fuliy-loaded beer trucks out of the building but 
meeting 
Mount Elizabeth School 
Committee will hold a 
General Meeting for parents 
of Mount Elizabeth students 
next Monday at 7:30 p.m. 
sharp in the lunch room of 
the H gh School. 
There will be interim 
reports by the sub- 
committees studying, Social 
Probelms, JuniOr Senior 
Divison, Health and 
NUTRITION, PLUS School 
Spirit, and election to fill 
one vancancy, a speaker on 
a pertinent opic, and an 
opportunity to meet the 
teachers. 
Coffee and refreshements 
will be served. This is your 
chance to get answers to 
the questions and perblems 
concerning you, to have av 
oice in the workings of your 
Committee and School and 
to learn more abeaut your 
new School Committee. 
Everyone is urged to come 
andbring another parent. 
For more information, 
call Louella froens, 632-2642 
or Marj Fowle, 632-7444. 
Mount EUzehath School 
Committe was formed last 
spring as a result of parents 
concern and interest, Made 
up of parents, staff, and 
administration with a 
School Board represen- 
tative, the Committee hopes 
to use Communication, 
consultarion~ and a large 
amount of co-operation to 
avoid problems and to 
rectify existing concerns. 
It iwll be most effective if
parents convey their ideas 
to members of the Com- 
mittec and continue the 
enthusiastic interest that 
has been evident since its 
inception. Aiist of members 
and their phone numbers 
was mailed to every home 
with the final reperts in 
June. Please feel free to 
contact anyone on the list at 
any time. 
(  [re 
eve] ts 
Mrs. Shirley Briggs, 
President of the Society, 
says the program will run 
from now until April 30, 
1978. 
Campagnolo made ~he 
announcement on behalf. ~of 
the Honourable Jbseph 
Guay, Minister of State for 
Multieulturalism. 
In making the an- 
nouncement, Campagnolo, 
praised the Society for the 
program, saying that 
Canadian culture has its 
roots in and is enriched by 
contributors of other 
countries. The Skeena MP 
said she hopes citiznes of 
Prince George and the 
surrounding area will take 
part in the Society's 
progrmas over the next six 
months. 
Ions Campagnom, ~u '. 
for Skeena, has pledged ! 1 
support for a program of 
multicutlural and  ethnic six were lost. 
Warehouse manager Richard Shepard said he couldn't " events planned for this fall 
estimate damage until after an inspection, in Prince George. 
coming 
Jay Hoyle, comedian and 
musician, will perform in 
Terrace at the REM Lee 
Theatre Sept 30 and Oct 1 8 
p.m. Jay is one of, three 
talented groups that the 
North West Loggers 
Association is sponsoring as 
a aprt of their convention at 
the Terrace Hotel. Per- 
forming with Jay are felix 
Possak and his Banjo Band 
and the Allan Sister of CBC- 
'IT fame. 
Jay Hoyle captures the 
audience the minute he 
walks on stage. He his 
comedy is country and 
howls of laughter are stricly 
uptwon. Jay's music has 
country roots but the quality 
relfeats his years of private 
and university study. He 
appeals to every ear in the 
audience. A rare performer 
who giudes his audience 
from laughter to whisper 
silence, then to a rousing 
frenzy ~th his finale of 
Bluegrass banjo. 
Tickets for the per- 
formance of Jay Hoyle and 
~e Allan Sisters arts Felix 
P~ssak can be obtained at 
Terrac~ Sight and Sound, 
Ev's Men's Wear and the 
NWLA office at $5.00 each. 
Artists currently booked for the season 1977-78 will Include: 
Aret~ Mime Group, Ballet Ys, The Huggett Family, Camerata, 
Quartet Tarrago, Musica da Camera Praga, York Winds, Hertz 
Trio, Town Waites, Vancouver Baroque Ensemble, Mountain 
Dance Theatre, Doreen Joachim, Victoria Trio, Pacific Wood- 
wind Quintet, Colson String Orchestra, Moscow Chamber 
Choir and more to be announced•., 
All these performances are created to better serve the cultural 
needs of B C with the finnncial help of The Canada Council, the 
Government of B C through the BC Cultural Programme, as well 
as foundations, corporations and private donors. 
Whether you represent a School District. are a sponsor of events, 
an educator, or a performing artist, you may like to know more 
about us and how we can serve you! 
WE CAN SERVE ALL COMMUNITIES IN BC . . . .  organizing tours, 
provid=ng pubhc concerts, school programs, workshops, etc .... 
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE? 
I/lllK 
HARDWARE STCgES 
• ii iMI J f l  I I  J l# - ,JII • 
TIlE 
60RDON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
T.V. GUIDE 
JiLL LISTINSS SUOAEOT TO OHJiHCE WITHOUT NOTICE 
Monday, September 26 
I I 
• 
KING 
(NBC) 
I ..,,w. O.me 
Newlywed Game 
News 
~45 News 
News 
News 
~45 News, 
'1~ Seattle 
i Tonight 
Hollywood 
~ ~u-_res " 
( : )  +1~ Llflle House 
On Prairie 
i:1 h~ omt 
~ Mon. Night at 
"In the Matter 
:~  of Karen Ann 
' i~  Oullan" ~ Cont 
Cont 
, ;,5 cent 
¢- I : O0 News 
: 15 News 
:30, Tonight 
I I m :¢s Show 
i 2+ +.ht ow 
Tonight 
I ~ 45 ShOW 
CFTK ,.c) 4 .cw • (CTV)  
FIInstones Emergency 
FIInstones Emergency 
• Mary  Ty le r•  Emergency 
Moore Emergency 
Hourglass News 
Hourglass News 
Hourglass News 
Hourglass News 
Barnby Bobby Vlnton 
Jones Show ~ 
Bornaby Headline 
Jones Hunters I I 
Befly White Show The Waltons 
font C~t" 
Front Page Cony ' 
,Challenge. COnY 
superspeclel G r a n d O I d 
"If  Tonlght We Country 
Fall In Love" Soap 
Cont .+ Soap 
Newsmagazine Dean Mortln 
Newsmagazine Roast 
Man Alive Dean Martin 
i~r~n Alive , Roost 
The National CTV News 
Night News 
Final Hour 
Korda Flns~ 
Collection The Late Show 
ConY "Once an Eagle" 
ConY Parts 1 & 2 
Cent' ,Cont 
Tuesday, September 27 
i 
( ~z :00 Wheel of Fr. Giant 
: 15 Fortune , Men Aml 
:30 It's Anybody's Mr. Dressup 
• I k :45 
I I :00 
:lS 
:30 
I I I 1:45  
Guess 
Shoot For 
The Stars 
Onloo And 
The Man 
Hollywood . ". 
Squares 
Days Of 
Our Lives 
I : 00' Days Of 
:15 Our Lives 
:30 The Dodors 
i I :45 The Doctors 
,, World 
• Another 
~45 World 
4FI b • " Movie: 
Hills" 
c~t 
Angry 
Mitchem 
Jean Connem 
Show 
Definition 
Mr. Dressup Definition 
Sesame Kareen's .Yoga 
Street Kareen's Yoga 
Sesame It's Your Move 
Street it's Your Move 
Bob McLean Noon' ' "' ~ 
Show News 
Bob McLean Movie 
CBC News Matinee: 
I , Dream of "'Footsteps" 
Jeannle Richard Cretans 
Hollywood Cont 
Squares cent 
Kyan's nOl~ Another 
Rvan's Hope 'World 
Edge Another 
Of Night World 
Take Alan Hamel 
Thirty Show 
Celebrity Alan Hamel 
Cooks Show 
Eye of Senford anc~ Son. 
The Beholder Senford and Son 
Pencil The Gong Show 
Box The Ggnfl Show 
5p.m, to 
KCTS 
(PBS) : 
Mister" 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company I 
.Zoom . ,  
Zoom ~ 
Crockett's 
Garden 
Mac.Nell "i 
LAthrer 
The American 
House 
Upstairs 
Downstairs 
Cent 
Cent 
Age 'of Un- 
certainty 
Age of Un- 
certalnt,g 
In Pursuit 
of Llboriy ~ 
Cent 
Cent 
KIRO 
(CBS)  
I I 
I • 
10a.m. to 5p.m. 
,Eiectrlc Company 
Cover to Co_ver 
~r~ver to Cover 
Music piece 
Cent 
AS We See It 
As We See It.': ~;" 
": Electric Comslm~:'"" '~ 
Electlc Compahy 
M Is for Music 
About Safety 
• ii ii 
About SMety 
'l~h-e -J~bslc Place 
All-A'~-uT'Y6-u " 
All About YOU , :: 
'Roomnastlcs 
Roomnastlce 
The Word shop 
Cent 
B lack  Per -  
, spe~!ye 
Equal Justice : 
E(~uel Justice !' 
Sesame 
Street 
S~same • 
Street 
Price Is 
Right • 
Love of Life 
Midday News 
Young & 
The Restless 
Search For 
Tomorrow 
Eye'wltnm':.' 
News 
As The 
World Turns 
AS The World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
All'In 
The Family 
Match 
Game 
Dinah ! 
Dinahl 
Dlrmhl 
Dlnahl 
".,.' 
FEATURING THIS WEE 
i 
Steam Cleaners... 
RENTALS 
$16.00 - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. or 6 p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(cleaner optional) , 
WEEKEHOS $30.00 Sat. 6:30 p,m.- Tues. 9 
(share it with your friends) 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
,.,,,, LTD. 
Store Hours: Tues to Sat, 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
4606 LAZELLEAVE 
' l ' *  
Fridayl,9 a:m.. to9 p.m. 
!,+: ! .  
• -~.~. ~ ~ 
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Despite a turnout of 436 
people for the Kinsmen 
Bingo at Skeeea Secondary 
Saturday night, the service 
club only made about $180. 
That's because someone 
lettered the sign wrong 
showlngthe pflees of bingo 
cards at $1 each, not $2 as 
planned. The top prize of 
$3,000 was split evenly 
between Don Keanl, of New 
Hazelton, Helen Zuda, d 
Terrace, Rod Johnson, of 
Kitwanga and Brenda 
Pierre of Kitsegugla. Total 
prize money was $5,000 for 
the night. Kensmen's next 
big bingo is a 'IT.staged 
affair in November. 
1 !i 
' t 
Free enterprise runs out of gas 
Canadian investors lack guts 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) ! _  Iona Campagnolo, 
federal minister of state for 
fitness and amateur sports, 
Saturday urged business to 
have more confidence in 
Canada's economic future 
and to make greater use of 
government assistance in its 
enterprises. 
The minister was ad- 
dressing the annual con- 
vention of the Certified 
primed," she said. Canadian business con- 
Canadian business ex- fidence in the future. 
professes it lack of confidence She said that instead of 
the economy by investing having business come to the 
abroad, she added, mainly government the government 
in the United States. is going out to business down 
And while Canadians to the shop level to explain 
invest abroad, Euro]~e_an, the assistance available for 
Arabian and Hung Kong 
money is being invested in 
Canada, showing that 
Canada holds a great 
promise for these investors. 
I I  
expansion, merger and 
production. 
Campagnolo said that 
newlyappointed Minister of 
Industry, Trade and 
Commerce Jack Homer will 
concentrate even more on 
informing business of what 
Iona 
government can do to assist 
rather than take over. 
The convention elected 
Etta Richmond of 
Chilliwack as new president 
of the  4,000-member 
association. 
Pope feels fragile and human 
"In our soul we are 
divided with two sen- 
~thnents: one is relative to 
our age ... which I~re- 
announces that our end in 
the order of temporal life is 
approaching," Pope Pa.ul 
sald in the emotional au- 
dress. 
"This obliges us to great 
humility. We feel the 
fragility of being human to 
which we are subject as 
Christ was at the cruxifix." 
The Pope said the other 
sentiment he feels concerns 
the papacy and the foun- 
dation of the Roman 
Catholic Church. 
Fires dampened 
in district 
General Accountants' "We are lacking economic VATICAN CITY (AP) - -  
A~nelation of British guts," she said. Pope Paul, on the eve of his 
. . . . . . .  ° ° ° 000  Columbia, which ended The rammer pom~d_ou~ .80th.birthday, told 50, 
~Saturday .......................... ~.~tli~f"C~n~dp:,~.,i~'~ridiiig people gathered in St. 
~ "Free "enterprise is the through" ~ l~ i :  economi_c.:.. Peter's Square .eft Sunny ne 
: ~ngineto move the coantry: troubles cornparativeiy.well feels "the fragility oz oeing 
but it seems to be running and the government is doing human." 
low on gas and needs to be everything !tcan to restore " The Pope, who looked in th goed health and spoke fir. 
F i t n e s s  m o ~  nfly at mass and his traditional noon blessing, 
today becomes the fifth 
head of the Roman Catholic 
n o t  ~,~p to  p a r  church in this century to 
reign as an octogenarian. Of
Fitness month so fars proved a disappointment to the century's even popes, 
recreation commissioners who voiced their concern all but two continued in their 
over poor sskting turnouts last week's meeting, reigns after eaching age 80. 
Commission Chairman Gerry Martin said turnouts 
were better then normal in monthsbut even more 
~pp le were expected for swimming and skating in tember co considering the rate of reductions that 
were made. 
He said the commission stills feels the idea is a good 
one and next September will also be made fitness 
month, this time with a little more publicity. 
"It wasn't promoted enough~" he said, meetings in 
the summer weren't held because most com- 
missioners weren't available and the effore was not 
well organized. 
In addition to reduce skating and pool rates for next 
year's 
In addition to reduce skating and pool rates for next 
year's fitness months, the commission is considering 
~ponsoring outdoor events imilar to the recently-held 
softball tourney and perhaps family hikes. Nothing of 
that mature is planned for the cming season, however, 
because the commission feels its better for local 
people to organize their activities on theri own with 
the commission supplying any help necessary. 
For what it's worth, rate reductions are and in- 
creased oponing times still in force at the swimminE 
pool until the end Of this month when old rates and 
time will be back. 
P.G. gets 
DREE office 
The federal Department The "" lndustrafl: 
of Regional Economic Development Agreement, 
Expansion will soom open which allows for up to $70 
an office in Prince George, million of joint federal, 
Skeena Mp Iona Cam- provincial progranuning, 
pagnolo has announced on including assistance for 
behalf on DREE Minister various types of industrial 
Marcel Lessard. infrastructure, is expec_ ted 
The new office has been to be important in northern 
British Columbia, as in made necessary by the 
designation ofnorthern B.C. other parts of the province 
under the federal Regional outside the major 
Development I centives Act metropolitan centres. 
ahd the signing of two ira- The Agricultural 
portant agreements bet- agreement,which allows for 
ween the Department and $60 million in joint funding, 
the Province of British will have relevance to the 
Columbia, said Mrs. Peace River country and the 
Cafnpagnolo. ' , Bulkey-Nechako district. 
Under the regiona~ In mak ing  the an- 
development intently,  nouncement Mrs. Cam- 
FnrOgram which now applies psgnolo, said, that because 
northern British of its central location and 
Columbia, financfla grants access ib i l i ty ,  Princq 
and loan guarantees are Georl~e, a rapidly growing 
available to rencourageL intermr community, was 
investment in maufacturing, considered.a logical choice 
and processing facilities; of the new office. 
Despite the return to 
cooler damper weather, 
four new fires were reported 
for the week ending Sept. ~2, 
bringing the season total for 
the Forest District to 144 
fires. 
The new fires are either 
out or being mopped up by 
fire fighting crows. 
Along with fire sup- 
pression, the Protection 
division is responsible for 
the detection, monitoring 
and control of forest insects 
and diseases in the Prince 
Rupert Forest District. All 
ages of forests are affected 
bv insects and diseases, and 
although not as dynamic as 
fire, these agents can cause 
serious problems to the 
forest manager. Serious 
growth loss, d-eforxuiUes and 
mortality are frequently 
associated with i insectand 
disease attacks; if left 
unchecked, an entire 'forest 
crop represeining ~ver 100 
years of growth can be 
quickly destroyed. 
The detection and 
monitoring of insect 
~.pulations and diseases is 
3ointly carried out by the 
Canadian Forestry Service 
of the Federal Department 
of Fisheries and En- 
vironment and the Forest 
SERVICE. Two Federal 
Insect and Disease Ran~ers 
are assigned to the Prince 
Rupert Forest District for a 
five month season, and 
provide expert advice on 
insect ann disease 
problems. Tje facilities and 
staff of the Canadian 
ForestrySERVICE, Pacific 
Forest Research Centre in 
Victoria are also made 
available to the Forest 
District. In addition to 
identifying forest insects 
and diseases and any 
resulting problemsm the 
CFS Rangers help establish 
trends of current in- 
festations and recommend 
possible control action. 
Insects affecting forest 
trees fall in two categories: 
Defoliators and bark- 
beetles. Defoliators eat 
needles and buds of trees, 
and cause growth loss ,  
deformaties and mortality. 
Examples of defoliators in 
the Prince Rupert Forest 
District are the European 
Sawfiy and Spruce Weevil, 
which defoliate shorepine 
and Sitka spruce respec- 
lively. Chemical control of 
defoliator infestations, is 
often required, however, 
this method is used very 
aringly and cautiously. 
such control is being 
carried out in the Prince 
Rupert Forest District at 
this time. 
Bark bettles present a 
greater problem in the 
Prince Rupert Forest 
District. Lodgepolepine, 
~lite Spruce and Balsam 
fir are being affected by an 
upswing in bark beetle 
populations in the Interior. 
Populations have built to 
epidemic levels in the past 
several years, particularly 
in lodgepole pine. Efforts to 
control the infestations are 
underway through logging, 
and felling-and-burnin8 
infested trees. 
Diseases in forest are also 
eve#present; hey cause 
considerable damage to all 
ages of trees. Dwarf 
Mistletoe and root rot are 
but two of the many 
forestdiseases present in the 
Prince Rupert Forest 
District. 
| 
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New Business's 
Ilot listed i. our 
B.C. Tel Bireotory. 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638-8484 
VILLAGE MEATS- 638-1765 
• /TERRACE 01L BURNER SERVICES- 636-422T 
Free- for ON E month courtesy of the DAI LY H E RALD 
ur .business phone 
listed for your oustomers Please 0all 636-635"/ 
Forquick, 
convenient ioans 
on anyt.hing 
that roils... 
this is Banker 
One,Ten-four. 
Convenient: Of course, you can obtain a Scotia Plan Loan 
from any Scotiabank branch. You may also 
arrange Scotia Plan Loan Financing through 
one of the many auto, RV or boat dealers 
across Canada where you see the Scotia Plan 
Loan Financing identification. Investigate 
other forms of financing, and you may find 
rates considerably higher. 
Quick: • The Scotia Plan Loan Officer you talk to has 
full authority to approve most loans on the 
spot. He or she doesn't have to check with 
anyone else, or go through a mess of red 
tape. 
Solid: Every Scotia Plan Loan Officer is a trained 
financial advisor who'll make sure you're 
not getting in over your head and who'll 
build you a repayment plan you can handle. 
It's because of our Scotia Plan Loan Officer, that many 
people who don't bank with us on a regular basis, do come to 
us for a lean. They're why we've made more than 5,000,000 
Scotia Plan Loans in the last 20 years, and established a 
reputation ~ a leading specialist in the consumer loan field. 
So grow with us. For quick, convenient loans for cars, 
campers, boats, snowmobiles, trailers and motor homes.. ,for 
any kind of loans, talk with a Scotia Plan Loan Officer at any of 
our branches. Or look for a dealer with Scotia Plan Loan 
Financing. 
Scotiabank 
THE BANK OF  NOVA SCOTIA  
i l 
I 
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• • Ottawa Offbeat StuffY, pompous' h)ng'wlnded business ! rmfo ! 
ub -p ng Trudeau a s r 
G~merslOfflce-~$.-~5, sl~tebrll|l~g hed::llshere executives  to ego oundl be nflict 
[~ri~Imat:~ ' ~r~e,  ',3S ~sr HERTFORD,ENGLAN orthree words a second and more waffles in pollUes than "I showed hiw what was Que c co 
much of this is "Waffle". anywhere lse." wrong with his delivery and 
PUBLISH ER... W;a. (SILL} LOISELLE "Husbands waffle away to why }is voice la.ckecl eon~ BY RICHARD JACKSON . 
MANAG.IHG.~pITOR... STU DUCKLOW their wives and the wives Scoot-Job said a United viction." Scott-Jon sam. • 
tell all mu clients to use- 
Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum St. Terrace B.C, A 
member of Varified Circulation. Authorized ~s second class 
mall. Registration umber 1201. Postage peh. , casl), rstbrn 
postage guarantmKI. 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
Tha Herald rataln,~ full,complsta nd sole copyright In any 
advertisement produced and-or any' a~lltorlsl or 
photogral~hlc c~x~tant published In the'Herald. Reproduction 
Is not permitted without the wrlthm perm~lslon of the 
Publisher. 
]Interpreting the News j 
Little promise 
for peace 
UNITED NATIONS CP- The opening phases of the new 
Middle East peace offensive have produced little promise of 
actual movement toward a peace conference in Genva this 
year. 
Emissaries from Egypt and Israel vistied President 
Carter this weal to talk about possible resumption of the 
Geneva conference, which has been standing adjourned 
since just after the 1973 Yon Kippur War. Carter later is to 
talk with envoys of the two other Middle East belligernets, 
Syria and Jordon. 
His initial talks with Foreign Minister Ismall Fahmy of 
Eg~..t and Mesbe Dayan of Israel were described as 
pes~tive, useful and helpful in Washington but diplomats 
here saw no hint of progress on the insurmountable obstacle 
of Palostinian renresentation intbe Geneva ta~KS. . . 
"From the public image, we see no grounds for optimmn 
and no hope of success," said one di.'p!omat who kecps..close 
tab on the Middle East negotiations, v'rom au ap- 
pearances, the Arab and the Israelis would seem to be on a 
collision course." 
This veiwpoint contrasted sharply with that expressed in
Washington, where Dayan said an agreed formula for 
resumed Geneva talks might be found melore me ye.ar-ene~ t 
and Fahmy also expressed hope the conference coma mee 
this year. 
The aim of Carter's eparate negotiations with Dayn and 
FAHMY, AND HIS TALKS NEXT WEEK WITH Foreign 
Minister Adbel ltalium Khaddan of Syral ~a  an envoy 
from Jordan, is to find a way around Israel s relusa~ to 
permit representatives of the Palestine Liberational 
Organization PLO to attend the Genva meeting. 
Israelis regard the PLO, an umbrella organization 
representing various groups of Palesl£nian remgees mane 
homeless when Israel came into being 30 years ago, as a 
terrorist organization dedicated to the destruction of 
modern Israel. 
0nly Israel, Egypt, Syria and Jordon- the four countries 
involved in the Yore Kllur War-were invited to the original_ 
1973 eoofernece when it was convened under the auspices of 
the United States and the Soviet Union. It was adjourned 
after a few brief sessions. 
Dayan tried to indicate some Israeli flexebility by saying 
Israel would accept at Geneva mayors of Palestinian towns 
on the occupied West Bank of the Jordon River or other 
Palenstinians known publicly to the PLO sympathizers. 
Fahmy ridiculed that idea, and observers her suggested 
that the West Bank mayors would have neither the stature 
nor the authority to represent the palestinian population as 
a whole and could speak only for their ownlocal areas. 
If Washington could nat down Arab-lsraeli agreement 
onnew Geneva talks, it would at the same time be able to 
head off a potentially embarrassinl~ debate in the UN 
General Assembly over Israel's continued establishments 
of illegal Jewish settlements in Arab lanas eccupien in me 
1967 war. 
Egypt has served notice that it plans to seek such a debate 
and can be expected to push the issue if the Washington 
negotiations fail. This would put the U.S. in a spot because 
it joined the Arab nations last year in condemning the 
Israeli settlements program and could not avoidbeing 
caught up in a new debate in the General Assembly. 
I 
RUINS FOUND COMMISSIONER SHOT 
AMMAN (Reuter) -- The BUENOS AIRES 
ruins ofa towndating to4000 (Reuter) -- Police Com- 
BC have been uncovered in missioner Eduardo Uhaldo 
the village of Sahab, 20 Saleme was seriously 
kilometres (13 miles) south wounded Wednesday when 
of Amman, archaeology unidentified gunmen am- 
department director Adrian bushed him nesr his offlce, a 
Hadidi said Wednesday. police spokesman said. 
"Hospital regulations, You gotta wear the straps 
while I read the bill." 
DCP-Five top business 
executives volunteered for a 
two-day assault on their 
egos in which they were 
called stuffy, slouchy, 
pompous and long-winded. 
Each paid $560 for the 
course which is aimed at 
teaching executives how 
behave and their look best 
when dealing with 
television, radio and press 
and how improve their 
eommnnication with prople 
• generally. 
"All who have taken the 
course say they benefited 
from it," said Derrick Soott- 
Job, a former radio 
executive who devised this 
weekend school. "It is 
largely geared to the media 
but is also concered with 
sacail and business relations 
and the best choice of words. 
"The right facial ex- 
pressions are also im- 
portant, whether you are 
dealing with business 
associates, with clients or 
with members of your staff. 
Clive Jacobs, a TV and 
radio broadcaster who also 
gives instruction to 
executives, said most 
people talk at the rate of two 
waffle back. It's mostly Nations official flew over 
stiff-up per-lip stuff for, as from Geneva to take the 
our course show's through cours because he felt his 
video-tape recodring most public speeches lacked 
of us deal in euphemisms ~ eloquence and the ability to 
and evasions. There are put his points acrss. 
Blessed are the poor 
--  and means it 
BURNLEY,ENGLAND 
CP-The vicar who attended 
a service in his onw church 
disguised as a drunken bum 
reallys tarted something in 
this industrial Lancashire 
town. 
He was turned away by 
two of his own chur- 
chwardens. 
Unhindered, he /walked 
straight up the aisle and 
climbed into the pulpit.. 
"Never judge anyone, by. 
their appearance," ne tom 
the congregation. "Provety 
is no sin but the wardens did 
tight to turn me away when 
they thought I was drunk 
and might cause a, distur~ 
hanee in God's house." 
their voice as they would a 
violin-to get the fullest 
variety of tone and ex- 
preesion out of it.' The voice 
m still the rest sensitive 
instrument of all," 
Sue Lawley, another TV 
personality who lectures at 
the weekend school, said: 
"Most People think they 
have to use long words when 
spsaki~, in public or on. TV. 
and radio. They tm~ aoouc 
"meanigful negotiations" 
when they mean "friendly 
discussion" and "at this 
point in time" when they 
mean "now". 
"Simple direct speech is 
much more effective." 
Miss Lawley tell exectives 
"We didn;t object to his 
shabby cloths or hairy 
facr," sa id  one of the 
wardens.' "But he was 
staggering and looked very 
much worse for drink and 
we thought he mnght upset 
other prople in the church. 
The  vicar, Ray. Roger 
Hale,removed his false 
wiskers and re.entered,,still 
wearing his shabby clothes. 
to beware of over- 
The vicar then preached -rehearsing thek. speec..hes so 
on the text "Blessed are the that they sound woooen. 
poor•" 
• After the service he' said; 
"I had no idea my dlsglu~ 
was so good. Perhanslp _ 
overdid it bit, grunting and 
wheezing as I staggered u)p t 
tthe alnel. But at leest, I go 
mY message across." 
"Keep it simple and above 
all be sincere;' She says. 
"few point well dllivered ar 
worth many said badly. 
And remember, ' IV is 
revealing. If you are not 
sinereer, it will show up on 
the screen." 
J 
J j 
J 
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Ottawa,-A well-respected Member of Parliament from 
British Columbia is convinced Prime Minister Pierre 
Trudeau is preparing for a violent confrontation with 
se aratist Quebec Premier Rene Levesque. 
~e says it could be .the s .am, e kind of..'~apl~rehended in- 
surrention" that led to,,imposltlon .ol the wa~.~rf~eaSuUr~So.Ac~ 
in the "October Crism of 1070 wnen ~m'. xruu..~ veu 
thousands ofarmed troops by air and .a!'moured personnel 
carrier into Quebec against he terrorists of the Quebec 
Liberation Front. 
A scary scenario? Even alarmist? 
Perhaps, except hat the MP is Allan McKinnon, the Op- 
position Conservative Defense Critic in Parliament, a quiet, 
hard-working, 60-year .~ld veteran of WorldW.ar_Two anda 
former field officer WhO remains m c~ose tout- wm~ ~ae 
Armed Forces• 
The "aprehended insurrection" tbetexploded into the 
,,,~,,,,,hOrv . . . .  Crisis" seven ~,ears a.~o nan a I On~, fuse that 
burned with the s~rx of independence that m 
smouldering in today s separatist ambitions of Rene 
Levesque. 
The Prime Minister's reaction to terrorism and the 
feared uprising,while slow, was sudden and furious• In 
went the troops, and some 300 arrests made. 
Then things cooled out until last Novemeber 15 when 
Rene Levesque's separatists urned, the rest of Canada by 
winning power ~d l)roclaimi,~g mat a re.I.er.en2kmn.~?~ 
"sovereignty ana inoeponuenee ol ~uevec womu ,~,  , ,  
within two years. 
What has alerted Allan McKinnon has been the sudden 
ending by the federal government of$127 million for new 
fence equipement, gas masks, and, oddest of all, 950 
additional paws of handcuffs. 
~oH.itlollv aroused him that "something extraedinary 
is un" was the transfer from Edment_onof the crac 
Canadian Airborne Regiment to De fence ~a~ ~etaw.awa, 
just 10 miles from the Quebec boraer ana 1~ srom Men- 
treal. 
"You could look at any one of these things and suspect 
that some extraordinary measures are beingtaken,".s.ays 
AIInn M~|nnon "But nut these five separate mmgs 
together and you ve got a ~igh defence priority of quelling 
ci~,il disorder." 
He wrote tof ederal Defence Minister Barney Danson 
asking for an explanation. 
Dauson repliedthat the 350 armoured cars costing $125 
million wre to "fill out our options, to the ,,widest choice for 
responding to unforeseen developments. 
The armoured suits, standard equipment for bomb 
disposal squads,priced at$2000,0~.., went on D.an.~n were 
"lust part of the Forces" continua~ vo}ovemen~ m nezpml; 
• civilian policecope with explosive devices." . . . . .  
The 17,000 gas masks, worth $1.5 million were to nezp me 
military "handle nuclear, biological and chemical 
emergencies." 
• And the 950 pairs of handcuffs, at a cost of $12.5000, 
" to  bringing the Froces total to more than 2,500 sets, were 
bring the stock up to current requirements." 
Allan MeKinnon is suspicious of Minister Danson s ex- 
.planations. 
"It's obvious,he says, that this equipment bette.r meete~ 
• the n~ds of an unstable~hauana republic ann not tnoae o .~ 
Canada usa  member of NATO." ~, 
He says the ar/noured cars are of a t~pe used I~y police in 
West Germany, Chile and the Argenhne. 
And as for the gas masks,he says, "the first thin~ that 
comes to any damn fool's mind is that sonebedy's going to 
be using a lot of teargas." 
Seven years ago Prime Minister Trudeau sent m the 
troops to smash terrorism. 
They called it an "appreheknded insurrection", that is 
"an uprising not only feared but foreseen." 
Let run its course, such as "insurrection could ~o.me a 
civil war. 
And there is a book titled "Killing Ground" written by a 
former member of the Princess Patrisit and of the Ed- 
monton Regiment some years ago, soon coming out in 
paperback.nrJd it and wonder. 
[BusineSs spotlight] 
Education takes to the streets 
MONTREAL.CP-A group secondary school teachers: teachers is a high priority A campaignis to start his 
Also high on the national for his group, es]~cially month to raise $100,000 from 
and educationists, who feel body's list of priorities are since no Quebec umversity Quebec companies for the 
an uninformed public can be publications aimed at the foundation. No government 
secondary schoollevel and a funding will be sought. ' 
series of films designed to Another foundation ox- 
teach the principles of 
economics to children 
of MOntreal businessmen 
dangerous, has unveiled 
plans to take economic 
education out of the 
university classroom and 
ut it into the home and 
ctory• 
"I think that as 
businessmen it is our duty to 
make sure the people un- 
derstund the system they 
live in," said Rene Provost, 
vice-chairman of Provigo 
Inc., and a founding 
member of the Quebec 
Foundation for Economic 
Education. The national 
between the ages of nine and 
11. 
The Qeubec fondation also 
is interested in promoting 
the use of films in the 
classrooms , but interim. 
president Michel Lecours 
said material originating in 
the United Stztes and 
English Canada will have to 
be adapted for the Qeubec 
school system. 
And Lecours said an 
offers the courses, 
-He envisions the foun- 
dation offering 
correspondence ourse for 
people of all ages, regula 
economics publications and 
courses on the fatuity floor 
subsidized by a company 
and curried out by a foun- 
dation officer. 
He also would like to see 
regular conferences bet. 
wecn business leaders and 
teachers, and the 
establishement of a 
resource centre thatwould 
ficial said the organization 
is not a tool for business to 
sell the current economic 
system to the public. 
"We have to be very 
careful about this or we'll 
lose our credibility im- 
mediatley," says Jean- 
Louis Mercier, exeeuuve 
vice-preeidnet of Imperial 
Tobbacco Ltd. 
"I f getting the public.to 
understand, economms 
Support for gay 
rights urged 
The B.C. Federation of Labour has released thecontents of 
a telegram sent his morning to the B.C. Minister of Labour, 
Allan Williams: 
"We are deeply concerned that your Ministry has not .yet 
agreed to appeal to the SUPREME Court of Canaaa .t.ne 
decision of the B.C. Court ot Appeam respecung 
discrimination by the Vancouver Sun against the Gay 
Alliance Toward Equality. 
We believe the government has a moral obligation to 
uphold its legislation beofre the courts. The Vanouver Sun 
decision seriously jeopardizes the human rights of all British 
Columbians by allowing all thypes of discrimination is 
serious on itw own merit, but for the government towash its 
hands of its responsibilities would be an equal evil. 
We therefore urge immediate action to appeal this decision 
which will demonstarte the governments' commitment tothe 
Human 'Rights Code." 
body is concentrating on includs a film library for the better means, they un- 
. . . .  ducation re ram for use of schools and the derstund business, then so LenGuy 
subsz&zmg courses in e P g" 1 bllc much much the better" Secretary-Treasurer. a and elementar and high scool genera pu economic for prim ry Y ' ' 
- -DONNA VALL IERES " ' - 
Almost a gre Lt scoop but our. source was wrong 
Rumors are funny things to someone weeks, long before the Andrew Thompson desparato now, I finally tracked down us from ourselves. 
who works at a newspaper...Almost as inquiry had completed their hearings. Tony Pearse. a locally environmentalist "B.C. Buckles Up," the ads are 
interesting as gossi and scmeumes more By this time I was really excited with in Vanoucer for the hearings, screaming at us, while giving us the facts 
than c~anneled information, visions of being the first reporter in the Tony disappointed me .by saying he and figures on how much is going to be 
engrossing to ount to break this sto . Imdn'theardthe rumor Gnu explained its saved in dollars, and what they term 
rumors have the function of leading you entire .c~..!7 . . . . .  ry  -,- - slble or~"in The Washln"ton state "human misery". 
a really big story. Tne nst tnmg t ma was phone mug s p~ q~ . 
That's why last week when I was ha~.ng office in Ottawa. She wasn't in, bua  government, is expected to m'.a~.e, an ap. Now, I'm not upset about buckling my 
coffee with my friend Jane nnu anomer return return calll from her assistance pointment that they support ~nmat as sealy belt when Iget into my car. It's 
friend Erlca dropped over to say how ~,,f,,,.m,,d mA that our local MP hadn't the site, he said, but nobody is expecting something I usually do automatically I've 
bugged she was that that the oil port was he'rad'"a'~vor'"d. "N'either had anybody in at the same from the Canadian guvemment, been inenough fender benders to be aware 
goingto go into Kitimat. after all,.l the National Energy Board offices who At least as long as the hearings are still of what happens on the road and aim even 
grabbed her by throat hnd demanuea sne said they wouldn't]~now anyway because going one. . a little a fatalisitc maybe the next one 
tell me everything (I lose alot of friends they were out of it now that they had no So there went.my rumor, and along with could be serious crash. 
that way.) Erica insisted she didn't application before them. it went my aspwatiens ot a Dig scoop, a But I don't like being told this is 
really know anything and wasn't sure of .- . • couple of hours of my time and lord knows something I have to do andis I don't ake 
her facts and I should insteadget in touch A call to t lle Minister of Mines, energy how much in telephone bills, the precaution I am going to be breaking 
with another person for the details, and resources Alistar Gillespie. didn't get Maybe I'll go back to listening to gossip, the Law. It's a pretty paternalistic move 
Which I did the next morning. This me an~, further. His assistant old me ~ on part of the government who should be 
person (who said if I attributed anything they didn't know anything about an an- Staring this weekend you and me and occupying themselves with more hn- 
to him, he would deny having said it(, told nouncement and in any case, weren't everybo(]y else in this province are going portant issues that need legislating rather 
me the same story, that the an- planning on making .one m emse~es: to have wear seathelts by decree of the than telling us they are going to save our 
nouncement would be made in about hree I was getting no where last. tietting government who does so much to protect lives whether we like it not. 
Beer and prize money were awarded victorious drivers 
who participated in stock car races, a demolition derby and 
bag races at the Terrace Stock Car track Sunday. 
Top, cars round the first turn at high speeds after the 
start of a race. Right, cars slam into each other at slow 
speeds at the start of a bag race, in which drivers have bags 
over their heads and a backseat driver directs his blinded 
partner through the course. 
Ten-lap heats were won by Tom Sheasby and Don 
Stewart. A 15-lap heat was won by Herb Quast. Bag races 
were won by Dennis Ward, guided by Gary Edgar and by 
STan McKay guided by Dale Anweller. A demolition derby 
between four cars was won by Randy Kerr, whose vehicles 
was still moving despite a flat tire. 
Competitors buy their cars for less than $100, usually 
getting them from owners who've abandoned them in their 
back yards. Cages of welded piping strengthen the bodies 
and each driver wears a crash helmet and safety belt. 
Sports 
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VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Rookie Ken Hinton returned 
a missed field goal 130 yards 
for a touchdown Satm'day 
night as British Columbia 
Lions won their sixth 
straight game with a 30-13 
win over Edmonton 
Eskimos before a sellout 
crowd of 32,419. Toronto Argonauts went 
that distance against 
The Lions were lea,~n~ 20. Montreal Alouettes when 
' • ~ ,Carter eturned the ball_A5 
13 in the;Canadian E .., ::v~~d~ and latera l led to • 
.Leagu.e (CF.L) game ~ ~'~-n-whb carried it therest 
~ess man' stx',mln, u tes ~e " of the wa" 
when Edmonton s Dave ~" 
Cutler missed an attempted 
field goal from the B.C. 33 HELDPREVIOUS 
yard line. RECORD 
Hinton took the hall deep 
in his end zone and raced up 
the sidelines, where he 
recived a block from team- 
mate Grady Cavness at 
about the Edmonton 40 to 
spring him past the final 
defender for the touchdown 
return. 
Hinton's runback was the 
longest individual punt 
return in CFL history. The 
longest CFL punt return (a 
• missed field goal is 
1) fence forces turnovers 
Edmonton crumbles under Lion's attack 
four turnovers while Ed- Warrington and Howard 
Strickland each had f ive '  Longest punt return ever 
After a field goal by Cutler took over at quarterback for 
on the next series, Keithley Edmonton in the first 
came right back with a quarter from Tom 
B.C. also got second- flanker screen to Bright, Wilkinson, began hitting on 
who raced 78 yards down the passes to Warrington and 
quarter touchdowns from sideline for his sixth Howard Strickland. 
Mike Striekland on a 10-yard teuchown of the season. 
run and a pass from Gary B.C. led 3-0 after the first Lemmerman finally found 
Keithley to Leon Bright • quarter and 17-3 at the half Konihowski open behind 
which covered 78 yards. Lui Passaglia completed the before Lemmerman, who defensive back Joe 
B.C. scoring with three field Fourqurean of the Lions in 
goals and three conversions . . . .  - sta idings . . . . .  • 
Edmonton's only touch- 
down came in the third 
Uartcr on a 44-yard pass 
om Bruce Lemmerman to 
John Konihowski. Dave 
Cutler converted and kicked 
two field goals. 
classified as a punt) was 131 
yards but it took two players 
to do it. 
On Aug. 22, 1968, BoYd 
Carter and Dave Mann of 
Larry Highbaugh of the 
Eskimos was the previous 
holder of the mark for the 
longest individual punt 
return as he ran 116 yards 
against Winnipeg on Oct. 26, 
1975. 
The win gave the Lions a 
0-2 record in the Western 
Division Conference (WFC) 
and a sweep of hack-to-hack 
games agamst the Eskimos, 
which dropped to fourth 
place in the WFC with a 5-5 
-record. 
SCORES TOUCHDOWN 
Keithley made one of his 
infrequent appearances in 
the second quarter after 
starting quarterback Jerry 
Tagge of the Lions was 
intercepted in the Edmonton 
end zone by Ed Jones on a 
poorly-thrown pass. 
On his first play from 
scr immage,  Kei th ley 
handed off to Strickland who 
broke two tackles and ran 19 
yards for a touchdown. 
CFL 
East 
WL T F A P 
Montreal 8 3 0 222 164 .16 
Toronto 4 6 0 157 189 8 
Hamilton 4 7 0 187 251 8 
Ottawa 3 7 0 219 223 6 
West 
B.C. 9 2 0266 190 18 
Winnipeg 6 5 0 260 246 12 
Saskatchewan 
6 5 0224253 12 
Edmonton 5 5 0 254 198 10 
Calgary 3 .8 O 160 235 6 
Sunday Results 
Hamilton 20 Montreal 19 
Calgary 11 Saskatchewan 1 
Saturday Results 
• Winnipeg 36 Ottawa 24 
B.C. 30 Edmonton 13 
CFL Roundup 
Bombers gain on Ottawa 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  
Winnipeg. Blue Bombers 
converted three Ottawa 
turnovers into touchdowns 
to defeat he Rough Riders 
56.24 in a Canadian Football 
League game Saturday. 
Two fumbles and a pass 
interception led to Blue 
Bomber touchdowns and 
The Rough Riders upped 
the score to 24-18 in the third 
quarter. • _ 
Larry Cates fumbled a 
punt on his 23-yard line 
which Winnipeg recovered. 
On the next play, Brock hit 
Scott with a touchdown pass 
toput the Bombers ahead. 
Ruoff's convert and a field 
gave Winnipeg a needed goal early in the fourth go/ Tiger.Cats. 
~'ietory before 23,211 fans 
who turned out despite a .,o, Defence keeps Stamps alive continued throughout he 
game. . . . 
Winnipeg quarterback 
Ralph Brock scored two '  CALGARY (CP) -- 
touchdowns and Tom Scott Calgary Stampecler 
and Richard Cramp each plaeeldcker .CY~ .McFall 
scored once. Bernie Ruoff scored 11 p01n~ out ;~ was 
added four converts, two suffflelent to defeat Sas- 
field goals and two singles, katchewan Roughriders 11-1 
' Richard Holmes seored a in a defensive-oriented 
errors 
~uarter increased the The win gave Winnipeg 12 
nnipeg lead to 29-24 points in the •,'Western 
before Ottawa began mov- Conference and a second- 
ing toward a potential go- place tie place with 
ahead score. Saskatchewan Roughriders, 
But Merv Walker in- who were to play in Calgary 
tercepted a Tom Clements on Sunday. Ottawa 
pass, returning it 43 yards to remained tied for third 
the Ottawa 27-yard line, place in the Eastern Con- 
with just over one minuteXo |erence with Hamilton 
yards. Bob Macaoritti ac- Saskatchewan turnovers 
counted for the sole proved costly---one Calgary 
Saskactewan point with a 51 field goal came off a fumble 
yard single in the second while another resulted from 
quarter, an intercepted pass. 
~ ir of touchdowns for tawa on runs of 56 and 10 
yards and Mike Murphy 
want over from the one for 
the other major. Gerry 
Organ booted mt~ee converts 
anii a field goa. 
The RougJi Riders scored 
the first two times they go_t 
the ball and held a 17-3 lead 
early in the second quarter. 
But Winnipeg marched 99 
yards on eight plays, 
culminating in Brock rs first 
touchdown, to cut the 
margin to 17-10. _ 
Tim Berryman fumbled 
the kickoff and after Win- 
nipeg's Randy Halsall 
recovered, the Bombers 
moved 43 yards to tie the 
score on Breck's second 
major. 
Kic  wins Canadian Football League game Sunday afternoon. 
The win, Calgary's third 
of the season and second 
consecutive, kept the 
Stampeders in the Western 
Footba l l  Confernce  BylANMacLAINE 
basement with a 3-8 record. HAMILTON (CP) -- 
Saskatchewan remains Rookie Canadian Nick 
tied for second in the West Jambrosic kicked his fourth 
with Winnipeg Blue Born- field goal of the game with 
bers with 12 points, but the 40 seconds remaining 
Bombers have won two of Sunday to give Hamilton 
the three games between the Tiger-Cats a 20-19 Canadian 
two clubs this season. Both Football League victory 
have identical 6-5 records, over Montreal Alouettes. 
Next Sunday, Calgary will Jambrosic, last year with 
play Saskatchewan gain in the Hamilton Hurricanes 
Re~lna in a home and home junior club, now has been 
series. , good on 16 of .19 field ~.o.al 
McFall kicked field goals attempts since ne joineome 
of 14, 17 and 27 yards and club five gatnes into the 
added singles of 36 and 23 season. 
it for Cats 
The loss, only the Ms' 
third of the season, left 
Montreal atop the Eastern 
Conference standings with 
16 voints while the Ticats, 
witheight points, are tied 
for second with Toronto 
Argonauts, two points ahead 
of Ottawa Rough Riders. 
Montreal kicker Don 
Sweet hit on all four of his 
field goals attempts and 
converted the Als touch- 
down which came on a four- 
yard pass from rookie ira- • 
port quarterback Mark 
Jackson to John O'Leary. 
the third quarter and Ed- 
monton pulled within seven 
points at 20.13. 
Passaglia's third field 
goal completed the scoring, 
although Edmonton drove t o  
the B.C. 15 in the final 
minute before Lemmerman 
threw three incomple~ons. 
The B.C. defence forced 
: t 
monton had one. 
Tagge and Keithley com- 
pleted]sat five of 14 pa.ss~ 
for 130 yards, with Bright 
catching two passes for 109 
yards. 
Konthowski cauught five 
passes for 84 yards, while 
catches for 71 yards. 
Mike Strickland of the . 
Lions led all rushers with 87 ' 
yards on 12 carries and  
Howard Strickiand of Ed- 
monton had 32 yards on ' 
eight carries. : 
PREMIUM BEER B.C. STYLE 
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Top driver keeps 
championship 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Giiles 
Villeneuve of Bertierville, 
Que., retained his Canadian 
'driving championshit  
Sunday by winning the final 
.race of the 1977 Lahatt 
Challenge Series ahead of 
second-place Bobby Rahal 
of Whoaton, Ill. 
Villeneuve was second in 
the early going in his March 
but moved into the load on 
the sixth of 80 laps when 
Keke Rosherg of Finland 
spun his Excita Chevron 
coming into the straight on 
the 2.03-kilometre course. 
Villeneuve stayed in front, 
just ahead of the March 
driven by Bill Brack of 
Toronto, until the 341h lap 
when Villeneuve spun. But 
by that point Brack, who led 
the Ford driver point 
standings entering the race, 
had retired. 
"The clutch went on lap 
five," Brack said, "and then 
I hit the guard rail which 
damaged the nose." He 
pniled his March into the 
pits and out of the race on 
the 23rd lap. 
Villeneuve's pin handed 
the lead in the race to Bahai, 
and he stayed in front in his 
Ralt until having to pit on 
the 52nd lap when a lead to a 
spark plug came off. That 
put Villeneuve back in front 
and he v}ent on to win by 28.1 
seconds. 
ATOP STANDINGS . 
~: Viileneuve's victory gives 
~.him afinal total of 114 points 
in the driver point stan- 
dings, while Ra-hal moved 
up to second with 92, five 
more than Brsck who failed 
to earn any points in the 
race. 
Grand Prix driver Patrick 
Depailler o f  France 
assumed third place in the 
race, one minute and eight 
seconds behind Villeneuve, 
on the last lap as Price Cobb 
of Dallas failed to finish and 
Jeff Wood of Studio City, 
Calif., ran into trouble. 
Wood got going again 
after sliding off the road and 
drove his March back to the 
finish area minus its nose, 
but Cobb retired with head 
gasket failure. Late in the 
race, water had started to 
leak from Cobb's engine and 
Wood, right behind him, 
skidded off the read on the 
entrance to the straight. 
Finishing a lap behind, 
were Jacques Laflite in a 
Chewon and Howdy Holmes 
of Ann Arbor, Mich., in a 
March 7713. 
Villeneuve found vieto~ 
was no easy matter. "l had 
problems with the rear 
brakes from the morning 
warmup session," he ~jd. 
"The brakes were working 
too well, so at one point I 
went down an escape road 
rather than risk spinning 
and hitting a guard rail. 
That's when I lost first place 
to Rahal." 
MONTREAL CP-Greg 
iLuzinski scored on a 
sacrifice fly to snap a-tie in 
the fifth inning, slugged his 
37th home run in the sixth 
and delivered an RBI double 
in the eight as Philadelphia 
Phillies defeated Montreal 
Expos 8-5 Sunday to move 
closer to clinchin~ firsl 
place in the East Divmion of 
baseball's National League. 
The Philles' victory 
reduced their magic 
number to one, meaning a 
Philadelphia win or Pitt- 
sburgh Pirates loss wl]! give 
the Phiiles their second 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
- Left winger John Smrke 
~ut in a strong bid Saturday 
~-dght for a position with St. 
::'~Blues of the National 
:Hockey League. 
~'. The 21.year-old rookie, se- 
lected by St. Louis in the 
~second round of the 1976 
~unior draft, scored three 
~goals as the Blues opened 
~their exhibition schedul( 
=with a 10-3 win over Atlanta 
!Flames. 
: Smrke, son of former pro 
Lforward Lou Smrke, was a 
• .standout in three seasons' 
i:with Toronto Mariboros'of 
lhe Ontario Hockey 
iAssociation Major Junior A 
ileague.. The native of Chi- 
:~coutimi, Que., scored 105 
The 
pennant 
race 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
National League 
Philadelphia 
Piflsburgh 
St. Louis 
Chicago 
Montreal 
New York 
East 
W L Pet. 
97 58 .628 
91 65 .$83 
80 74 .519 
80 76 .513 
71 84 .458 
60 94 .~90 
West 
Quarterback stars in 
Clansmen victory 
x-LOS Angeles 94 61 .~i 
Cincinnati 85 72 "541 
Houston 77 78 ,~7 
San Francisco 72 84 .462 
San Diego 67 90 .427 
Atlanta 59 97 .378 
x.Cllnched division title; 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
East 
WL Pet. 
New York ,96 59 .619 
Boston 93 62 .~00 
Baltimore 93 63 .5~5 
Detroit 72 84 .4~2 
Cleveland 69 86 .~.' 
Milwaukee 65 92 .414 
Toronto 52103 .~15 
Wast 
x.Kanm City 99 5S .6~3 
Texas 90 67 "573 
Chicago 87 70 .5,54 
Minnesota 82 74 .$26 
Callfornle 72 84 .462 
Seattle 61 96 .~89 
Oakland 59 95 .~  
x.CIInched ivision title. 
Clinch division title 
Yanks crush Jays 
in doubleheader 
"VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
TORONTO (CP) -- New In the opener, Ron Quarterback Nelson Martin 
York Yankees cored a run Guidry, 16-6, allowed just soered two touchdowns to 
in the fourth inning, then seven hits, did not walk a lead Simon Fraser 
rode the combined five-hit batter and struck out 10 for Unlveralty Clansmen toa 31- 
pitching of Ed Figueroa nd his fifth shutout e f  the 30 win over Carroll College 
Sparky Lyle to a 2-0 victory season. Fighting Saints of Helena, 
over Toronto Blue Jays for a • He received home run Mont. in ' a National 
sweep of their Sunday support from Reggie Association of In. 
American League baseball Jackson, who opened the tercollegiate Athletics foot- 
doubleheader. "" scoring off loser Jerry hall game Sunday. 
" Garvin, 10-17; Dave King- Martin, a freshman from 
• 'In t~e ~opener, the man, Lou Fini~ila and Cliff Toronto, relieved starting 
Yankees lammed a season- Johnson, who hit two. quarterback Paul Tendrick 
high 20 hits en route to a l5-0 In the opener, Johnson in the second half and 
victory. The sweep, before a paced the 25-hit Y_anke~ enginee~d three long 
crowd of 25,117, gave the 
• Yankees a three-game bulge attack with his 11th and 12th touchdowns driven, scoring 
over second-place Boston home runs of the season, himself on rans of15 and two 
Jackson, also had a double yards. 
Red Sox, who defeated and a single while Nettles CarrollCollegeled 20-10 at 
Detroit Tigers 12-5, in the had a triple and two singles, halftime on the strength of 
American League East. Guidry picked up his ~ ~.  ~..~ ~.~ AffiA A 
Baltimore Orioles, with a 9-4 eighth consecutive win. r v- v -. ~ v .v  
loss to Cleveland Indians, 
fell to third place, 3~/~ games The Yankees burst out to a 
6"0leadbythesec°ndin" 'l THE back. ning. They added another 
Figueroa, 16-10, struck out run in the fourth, one in the ! 
five and walked three hefore sixth two more in the 
seventh and four in the giving way to Lyle in the 
eighth. Toronto.s~rter Jim 
Clancy, 4-8, tOOK ule lOSS. 
With one out in the fourth, 
Thurman Muason and 
Reggle Jackson singled and 
a walk to Chris Chambllss 
loaded the bases. Graig 
Nettles then singled home 
Munson. 
The Yankees added a run 
in the ninth when pinch- 
runner Dell Alston went to 
third on a pair of ground 
outs and scorea as Clancy 
threw the bail wildly trying 
to catch Alston at third. 
ninth. 
Toronto "threatens! only 
once, when Gary Woods got 
as far as third base in the 
sixth inning. 
In the nightcap, Figueroa 
was lifted in the eighth as 
Toronto put two men on with 
two outs. But Lyle came on 
to strike out Roy Howell to 
end the threat. 
In the fourth inning rally, 
Jackson was thrown out at 
the plate by right fielder 
Bob Ballot when he at- 
tempted to score on Nettles' 
single. 
First-place Phillies outslug Expos 
consecutive division rifle. Brown with a fly bail to left got his 251h nomer with the runs against Phils starter 
field to drive in Luzinski. bases empyt in the sixth. Ron Rded in the bottom of 
A crowd on 19,246 for The second-place Pirates, 6 games hehmd, have six 
games to play and the 
Philles have seven 
remaining. 
Philadelphia entered the 
fifth trailing 4-3 but jumped 
on loser Larry Landreth, 0- 
2, with singles .b~, Mike Sch- 
midt and luzinski and a walk 
to Richie Hebner to load the 
bases. , 
Schmidt sacrifice fly and, 
after Bob Boone, walked to 
load the bases again,pinch- 
hitter Tim MeCarver 
greeted reliever Jackie 
Exhibition hockey: 
Montreal's final home game 
of the year brought the 
Exvo's eason attendeace at 
Ol]~mpic Stadium to 
1,433,757 a club record. The 
previous high was 1,424,653 
at Jarry Park in 1970. 
The Phiiles grabbed a 2-0 
lead in the first inning 
against starter Dave Cash 
bobbled Lar ry '  Bowa~s 
ground hall for an error and 
scored on Schmidt's ingle 
to centre. Bowa then scored 
A single by Bake McBride 
run-scoring single to left 
Pr0cluced Philadelphia's 
Sixm run as Sehmidt was 
thrown out trying to strech 
into a double. Luzinski then 
stepped up and connected on 
a 1-2 pitch from Brown to 
help reliever Warren 
Bruestar' to h is  seventh 
victory in nine decisions. 
Larry parrish had a two- 
run homer, for the Expos in 
the third, while Andre 
Dawson hit a solo shot in the 
the inning. . ed 
Warren Cromartie smgl 
up the middle to lend off and 
trotted home when Parrish 
crashed his 11th homer of 
the year over the wall in left 
centre. 
on a wild pitch. 
Philadelphia dded a run 
in the third on anerror by 
Parrish before the Expos 
came back with a pair of 
After the Phiiles took the 
lead in the frith, Montreal 
blew a big opportunity in 
their half d the inning when 
they failed to score after 
loading the bases 
withsingles "by Cash and 
chris Speir and a walk ti 
Dawson. But Brusstsr got fourth and Ellis Valentine 
Rookie turns star Watch schools as Blues drop Flames and playgrounds 
B.c.gameatNewWeslminster' ~ h j ~ ~ r l i i ~  
Spruce, formerly with the 
Canucks, broke a 3-3 
deadlock with a shot that 
caught rookie goaltender 
Murray Bannerman out of 
his net. 
Colorado led 1-0 at the end 
of the first period on a goal 
by John Van Boxmeer and 2- 
0 at the end of the second 
~y~B~ aBeck.P°wer'play goal 
Tony Pares to bounce into a commands. Somewhere, 
double play to end the 
threat. someone h~ something to sell, 
buy, rent, 4ease or offer. As 
fast as a phone call, results 
counted for the Islanders' ,Ron Delorme evened the 
7goals in regular-season play lone goal at 18:25 of the count at 8:10. 
'.for the Marlboros. second period. ~ . ~  ~ . ~  .~.  ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~.  ~ 
7. In other games, Toronto GETS WINNER p I .~ '~ ! i t 
i.Maple Leafs shaded Buffalo A goal by Jacques 
')Sabres 2-1, Philadelphia Cossette at 3 :19 of the third .....~.~-=--- ..... M IRA A R P M  
:-~'lyers beat New York period carried Pittshu~h ~ / A t L ~ [ ~ T  ) N U W  ~ u r c N  ~ '~slanders 3-1, Pittsburgt over Washington in a game ,~. i ~ • 
ipenguins nipped at London, Ont. 
!.i(ashington Capitals 2-1, Craig Patrick put the i i ~" 'A : "  "~ '| I ~ . [  5 ~  j " IA ' 
L(~li~ago Black Hawks tied Capitals ahead at 6:54 of the 
:~r~.~eal Canadiens 3-3 and first period but rookie Jim 
[£o1~o Rockies, beat Hamilton tied the score 14 A 
~andb~)er Canucks 4-3. seconds later, beating goalie ~ ~-~mm~'-  , I O N E  T H E  : Smrke ~cored in the first Roger Swanson. f n  
~period, in which he and his Hamilton, a left winger, 
:teammates took a 4-2 lead was Pittsburgh's No., draft i F I 
~ver the Flame. Forward choice last summer from or a l l  your  glass 
~ohn Gould had scored the London KnightsoftheOHA | i qui i AD TAKER :first goal of t e game to giv  Major Ju ior A. 
~Atlanta brief 1-0 edge. Ivan Boldirev beat re  rementsm 
77 Smr,ke got two of the Montreal's Michel Larecque m 
~Blues five third-period from pointblank range with 
~goals. . less than two minutes to i I ns tant  w indsh ie ld  ~ 
~cored= OtherSt. Louisgoaiswereby Bob MacMillan, play to lift Chicago Into i t S t i e ,  i. " ..o, 6 3 5  6 3 5 7  
.-Dick Redmond, Rick . The Canadiens had taken, replaoement, I . 
Bourbonnais, Larry Patey, a 3-2 lead mid-way through !ii" ~I7i7; ~''. 7,:./ii = 
Chuck Lefley, Bernie the period on Bob Gainey's | ~!  
iFederko and Bob Hess. goal from 20 feet out. iii~!~ lIi,~:~j, V 
I MOTZ PLAZA I {and Bill Clements scored the Plante scored Chicago's !other Atlanta go~ls, other goals, while Larry 
:TURNBULLSCORES Robinson and Doug J .  0,. Ter race  Da i ly  Hera ld  
"~ DefencemanIanTurnbull Riseborough scored for I 3010 lalum - l 
• ~nd left winger Errol Montreal. 1166 26HANAIG::p  o ,,on .oh ,oozed a Sp ooe .ore  one: 638- . ' 
Roal to lead Toronto over 17:32 of the final period to ~.~ _~ ~.- . . . .  ~ ~ - .  
i~uffalo, give Colorado its victory in a ~ ~ ~ . ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~  " ~: ~ "~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ " - ' ~ ~ ~  ~-  
Our classified page, 
with the help of our professiona 
telephone ad representative, ge 
results for those who advertise 
well as those who are looking.. 
The Sabres narrowed the 
margin at the 28-second 
mark of the final period 
when Jacques Richard beat 
goalie Pierre Hamel. 
Reggie Leach's power- 
play goal at 2:2i of the 
second period paced the 
Flyers to their wm over the 
Islanders. 
Leach scored on a 
rebound off Bobby Clarke's 
shot from 10 feet out against 
goalie Glenn Resoh. 
The Flyers had taken a 1-0 
lead on a goal by Bob Dailey 
with 43 seconds left in the 
first period. Phil Barber 
added the Flyers' final goal 
with 42 seconds left in the 
game. 
Rookie Rich Hansen an- 
Vancouver scored three 
fast goals early in the third 
period as Don Lever con- 
nected at 55 seconds, Rick 
Blight at 1:12 and Mike 
Walton at 3:04 for a 3-2 lead. 
 n_qT 
LI 
COLUMN 
IN THE 
WORLD 
three touchdowns by all four touchdowns and 
halfback Steve Smith. Smith added a' 25 yard field goal. 
scored from 35 yards out in DEFENCE HELPS 
the first quarter and then SFU also got some help 
added majors from four and from its secondary as Mike 
six yards in the second C.anic and Preston Young 
quarter, came up with key in- 
Carroll's other touchdown terceptions in the final six 
cameona 65 yard pass from minutes to preserve the 
Mark Rinaldi to wide Clansmen's first win of the 
receiver Daryl Wilkerson. 
Mark Spindei" converted 
three of the touchdowns and 
added an U-yard field goal. 
Rick Klaussan scored 
SFU's first touchdown from 
four yards out in the first 
arter and Rick House ran  
yards for another 
major in the third quarter. 
Walter Pnssaglia converted 
season. 
SFU had 319 ~,ards in total 
offence, including 237 along 
the ground, while the 
Fight inil Saints had 315. 
SFU h~d an edge in first 
downs, 22 to nine. 
SFU's Kevin~Snider l d all. 
rushers with 114 yards on 17 
carries, while House added 
90 yards on 15 carries. 
17 
Its strength is in the results it 
O.LD~~ i NE~ 
Drive safely forour children's sake! 
. (~'~ Province of British ~llumb|a 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works 
) 
/ 
i 
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LOOKING 
FORA 
FOR 
1t', ,t11. / t  
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C, 
Phone 635.63S7. Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cants..Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall in Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canede 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department; 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to: 
desired day of publication. $3.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each~ 
word thereafter. No refunds on; 
classified ads.. 
1. Coming Events 
~oyal Order of Moose Ledge No.' 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Masting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB " 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8~ 
In the Skeana Health Unit. For 
more Informatloo phone 
2847 or 635.3023. 
/-Kermode- Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesdayof ~ach 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
, , i 
Weight Watdhers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4207 
Lazelle Avenue. 
1. Coming Events 33. For Sa le -  Misc.  
For Sale or Rent. Concrete 
The Independent Order ot forms. Build your own 
FQristersare having a Tea. & basement and save Phone 635. 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 3745 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. also 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. 8"  x 10" Wood beams 8ff, 1off 
and i2 ft lenths. Assorted 
blocking Phone 635.3745. (p-i2- 
There will be a meeting at 16) 
Terrace Child Minding Centre 
Tuesday, Sept. 27,1977, 0:00 
p.m. at 45200lson for'Interested 
iI~rente. For more Informatlen 
one 438:11211. (P.16-17) 
37. Pets 
ARDALE LAB SHEPPARD 
CROSS PUPPIES: to give 
awaytogoud home. Phone 635- 
Religious Education Classes 2315after 4:30 p.m. (c-17,18) 
ere being held at Sacred Heart 
Parl~h for children from kln- 
clergarten to grade 9 Inclusive. 
Classes Sunday mornings 9 a.m. 
.10 a.m. at Verltas School. The 
last ~ley for registration for 
these classes will be Sunday 
October 2rid. 
Contact Sister Joseph Mary 
Office: 635-9475 
Convent: 635.$43S. (p.17.21) 
HOUSE PLANT SALE: Sat. 
Oct. let 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., 4912 
Park Ave. 
Vsrlety of Houseplants. 
Proceeds to Terrace Child 
39. Boats & Engines 
For Sale: SAILBOAT - CROWN 
23.  Excellent condition - 
Customized for Northern B.C. 
waters and extensively cruised. 
very well equipped, including 5 
sells, outboard, through deck 
anchor, dingy, compass, C.B. 
and much extra gear. Berthed 
Yacht Club. Asking $9,800. To 
view 624.4114 evenings. (P- 
17,18,19.) 
41. Mach inery  for  Sale 
Development Centre. For 
Denetlonsor Information phone WRECKING HD5B TRACTOR: 
635.5650. (c.Oct. 1.77) ' Serlal No. 7404 In Terrace area. 
271 GMC DIESEL & Other parts 
14. Business Personal In good cohdltlon. Phone 
evelngs. 846.5638 (p.19,20,21) 
i h l l  . . . . . . .  ~- -  - 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Webb Not r i |o r l t loN  Room for rent for slngle gen- 
tlmen In the bench area. Wlth 
kltchen and llvlng roan 
tedlltles. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
4623 SOUClE ~5-2188 
'0 
First Annual General Meeting Authorized 
of the Terrace Association for Service Depot 
the summer school of Arts, will Repairs to Refrigerators 
be held at 0:00 p.m. Tues. Sept.  Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
27, 1977 In the lobby of the ~ And Ranges 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre (p.to.27) (off) 
The Catholic Womens League E.W. Landscaping 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea Bax 484, Terrace, B.C. 
and Bazzaar on Sat. Oct. 29th at Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
the Verltas Auditorium. (ctf) Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
CaMdla~ ,~or le  ..~j~unters Care - Insect & Erealon Control, 
,meet every Tl~scley at Th~hlll  Fencing & Contract Blasting 13S4tt3 
Elementary School 7:00 p.m. EUGENWOESTE 
New members welcome from (o20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Information call 635-5486. or 635. ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
49. Homes for  Sale 
House for Sale: 
3 bedroom house with wall to 
wall carpet-full basement gas 
heat close to schools and town. 
Drive by 4921 Park of phone for 
635-7382 or 635-7594 (p. ' ,-16- 
17.19-21-I-3-5.7-9-11) 
Four bedroum house with un. 
finished basement on S acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40" wlde and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, :,e mile 
from city Limi/s. For more 
information phone Houston 845. 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p.Oct 
14) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635-3469 or 679. 
3961 (c.sept. Oct) . . . . . .  
FOR SALE 
Premium constructed : 
bedroom home on the bench. 
Finished basement with prlvah 
entrance containing'2 additional 
bedrooms or self contalnlnc 
renvenue suite. 
Prlcad to sell at 549,S00. 635 
3944 for appointment o view 
(clf-) , 
56. Business Opportun i ty  
Mall Order Nlarkatingl Huge 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
One 1967 (17 foot) Travel.Alre 
In good condltlen. Phone &15- 
7351 after 6 p.m, (p.9.18) 
1976 20' VANGUARD MINI 
MOTOR HOME on a Ford: 
chassis has a 460 motor, air 
condition • for more Into Phone 
635-3430 (p.17-21) . 
68. Legal  
DISTRICTOF TERRACE 
ANNUAL TAX SALE NOTICE 
Pursuant to Section 395 of the 
Municipal Act, on the thirflth 
day of September, 1977, at the 
Council Chamber of the Dlstrlcl 
of Terrace, at the hour of Ten 
o'clock, in the forenoon, there 
shall be offered for sale by 
Public Auction each and every 
parcel of real property in- 
cluding Improvements, upon 
which any of the taxes are 
delinquent. The following 
propertlea have  dellnquant 
taxes as of Septombar 19, 1977. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION -t- 
STREET ADDRESS 
Lot A Block 17, DL 360, Plan 
1949 RSCD. - 4515 Haugland. 
LOw 2of Lot6 &7 Plan 3053 BIk 
5, DL360 Plan 4359 RS CD. - 2700 
Sparks. 
Lot 2 BIk. 19, DL 360, Plan 5080 
Profits. No experience 
necessary. Send self addressed 
stamped long envelope. Mc. 
Clelland Enterprises Dept 
TDH.91 344 Hwy. 97 S. Quesnel, 
B.C. V2J 4C6 (c-lS.20) 
ct . - .  ) 
57. Automobi les  Lot 15, Block 6 DL 361, Plan 972, 
44. Room & Board  % Ten 1974 GMC Pick-up with RSCD. - 3213 Kalum St. 
NI~Iy furnished room for rent. an 8 ft.1974 Cascade 1600 Lot 1 of BIk. B & Elk. 23 DL 361, 
Kitchen and Ilvlngroom . Camper. Complete with fur- Plan 1090RangeSCcast District 
privileges. Close to town. 
Phone 635-2505. (c-17) 
47. Homes for Rent 
3 bedroom unfurnished House 
for rent. Close to town & 
schools. Only Interested parties 
• call 635.2153. (P-14-16) , 
For Rent: 2 BEDROOM 
HOUSE close to hospital. 
Phone 635.7191 for more in- 
formation. (c.17,21) 
7425 . . . .  Retrtgeratlve Centraoflng and 48. Suites for  Rent 
household repairs. Phone.635. 
A s l~ la l  geQer~al meeting of : "M76 el; 4j~...,1231. (ctf) " ' . "  • 
the Sk~a Valley Golf and' : " ' ? '  
Country~ Club membership Is ABLE ELECTRIC LTD with frldge and stove, Herd- 
For Rent; 
Thornhlll: Two bedroom Suite 
wood floors, wood panelling, 
electric heat. No Pets. Phone 
~.56~8 after 8 P.M. 
;TF 
i 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Wa Ish Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
~ctf) 
KEYSTON E COU RT 
called for Tuesday October 4th., 
at 8:00 p.m. In the Clubhouse. 
This concerns y.our Funding 
Committee reports, recom- 
mendations, discussion of 
General Meeting far election of 
new Oftlcers and Interim 
Operation of the Club. It Is 
vitally Important you attend.(p-: 
Oct.4) 
The Tamltik Women's 
Association wi l l  hold their 
annual general meeting on 
Thursday, September 29, at 8 
p.m. In the Kltlmat Women's 
Centre In the Nechako Centre. 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Ealmatas. Phone ilS-SI7d 
.or 631-1|31. (ctf) 
' Golden Rule: Odd 10bs for the 
ioblass. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
T 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full lima, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager~ 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (ctf) 
ASTROLOaY 
Reglst~" now for beginners 
& Advanced evening classes. 
For more Information or con. 
sultatlons. Phone 635.2390. 
(Evenings) 
(P.l~S) 
• 19. Help Wanted 
Wanted- a babysitter for two 
nlghte during the Week, Call 635. 
4379. (P.1617-18.) 
"The Terrace Branch of the 
P lanned Parenthood 
Association has resumed It'a 
second year of work In  the 
community. We are hopeful 
that there will be many new 
people'who share an interest in 
the w ek of the Association by 
attending the films, lecturas 
and discussion groups planned 
the near future. 
For Further Information on 
the future programs you can 24. Situat ions Wanted 
Wlll babysit In my home area on 
Straume Ave. Phone 638-1569. 
17-21) 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
For Sale: Gold nuggets at I0c, 
• 2Sc, S0c mln. order 55.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creak, B.C. 
(c-7-21) 
attend a meeting of the Terrace 
Branch of the Planned 
Parenthood Association on 
Wednesday September 28 at 8 
p.m. in the basement of the 
Public Library. (p.28) 
Don ' t  forget Commercial 
Hockey League Ice times for 
registration In this years draft. 
\ Thursday, September 22 at 101 
p.m. 
Monday, September 26 at 8:15; 
p.m. 
NI players must register 8t one 
of these times to have their 
name in the player draft. 
t 
Dance 
By the Terrace Minus One Club. 
Sat. Oct. 1st 9 P.M. In the 
Sandman Inn. All single , 
divorced, separated or widowed 
persons 25 years and older a re  
welcome. 
: For Further Information 
Phone 635.2094 or 633.9649.) C.16. 
Must sell; 1 inggs frldge and 1 
Kenmorestove 40" range. J.E. 
freezer 14cu. ft. Phone 635.4948 
• after 6:00 638.1896. (C.14-15.16. 
17.18) 
Wlefier and feeder pigs for sale, 
5 soWS. 1 pure bed landrace 
boar. Phone 842-5408. (C.15-16- 
17.18.19-) 
Royal Manual Typewriter 
APARTMENTS 
~fflce No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. One 
two and three bedroom apart. 
ments. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
;peclous, security lock-up and 
mtrol. 
635-5224 
(ctf) 
" HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeepln 
units, centrally located. Full: 
!furnished. Reasonable rates b 
~ay or week. Non.drinker 
~nly. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
i Olinton Manord,° 
:urnlshed or unfurnished t I 
~r 1 bedroom apartments. I 
~curlty enterphone. Sauna. I 
635.4261 | 
638-1032 • 
BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE nice, clean, and quiet 
area close to school and 
hospital. Phone 635.7503 (p~17. 
21) 
68. Legal 68. Legal  
I~  N~xCI  Q*  O~t~ COt~m 
APPRO'VEDAND ORDERED 
.8 SEPT. 1977 
John L. Farrls 
Administrator 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS,  V ICTORIA 
8 SEPT. 1977 
Pursuant to the Municipal 
Act, and upon the recom- 
mendation of the undersigned, 
the Administrator, by and with 
the advice and cons~mt of the 
Executive Council, orders that 
WHEREAS the  Regional 
Board of the Regional District 
of Kltimat.Stlkine has 
requested that the function of 
Development of Subdivisions 
end Housing be granted to the 
regional district: 
SUPPLEMENTARY LET- 
TERS PATENT In the form 
attached hereto do Issue which 
grant the Regional District of 
Kltlmat.Stlkine the function of 
Development of Subdivisions 
and Housing with all Electoral 
Areas as participating member 
49. Homes for Sale 
RSCD. - 2607 Kalum St. municipalities. 
Lot 21; BIk. 34, DL 360, Plan . 
6051, RSCD. - 2205 Kalum St. 
BIk.21, DL361, Plan966, RSCD. H. Curtis Minister of Municipal Affairs 
• 4763 & 4765 Laketse Ave. and Houelng 
The Easterly I acre of Blk. 21, 
DL 361, Pl~n 966 R5 CD. - 4761 W.R. Bennett 
Lakelse. Presldlng Member of the 
21) Asking $125.00. In good con. 
ATeo and Bazaar will be held In dlton. P h:one 635.6387. (C-15-16- 
Knox United Church on Sat. 17-) ..: 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
Fi)r;Salo: " ONE YEAR OLD 
Thal.O.F.regular meatlngs4rd 'SOW end. WEINER PIGS. 
Saturday of each month q t the  Phon.! 63~.'32~' (p-17) 
.Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m . . . .  
House for sale 
2 bedroom home. Tobe moved 
off property. Phone 635.2537, 
(C.15-16.17.18.19-) 
Executive Council 
(c.17) 
nace, stove and Icebox - 4749 - 4755 Lakelse Ave. 
also Lot 2 of BIk B and BIk. 23 DL 
361, Plan 1090 R5 CD - 4741 
1956 GMC 36.pessenger bus. 327 Lakelse. 
Motor has good pessiblllflas for Lot 3 of BIk B and BIk 23, DL 
a motor home. Phone 635.2837. 361, Plan 1090 RS CD - 4731 
(C.16.17) Lakelse. 
BIk 4 of BIk A DL 361, Plan 1265, 
John L. Farrls 
Administrator. 
CANADA 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ELIZABETH the SECOND, 
by  the Grace of God, of the 
United Kingdom, Canada, end 
Her other • Rea lms and 
T6rrltorles, Queen, Head of ~he 
Commonwealth, Defender of 
the Faith. 
To all to whom these presents 
shall come- 
GREETING. 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
automatic. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.6235 or 635-4328 (cft) 
1"roasters - Plates- Sales Tax. 
See Wightman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ct f ) . '  '.. " .. 
"Sleeping Beauty" Sell 73 Ford 
Van Fully customized, shag, 
velvet naugahlde, zoomles, 
radials, fresh paint and much 
more. S10,00 or closest offer. 
No Dreamersl 635.7026. (p.15. 
16-17). 
1971 Coronet Station Wagon 
$1,000 
1970 Chrysler 4clr Hardtop $90 
1969 Vauxhall Viva 5500 
Phone 635.5640. All prices 
negotiable. (P.16.17) 
1951 Ford Plck-uptruck with a 
1956 T Bird Motor. Phone after. 
5:00 p.m. Make offers 638.1242. 
(P-16-20) 
1969 Chevy 4x4 short box, step 
aside. Good condlton Phone 635- 
2770. (P.16.21) 
• 1972 340 DUSTER: Good tires: 
low allege - one owner. Phone 
635.6787 or view at 47o6 Loen 
Ave. (p.17,19,21) 
1968 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
CONVERTABLE with radio. In 
good condltlon. Phone 638-8305 
before 4:30 p.m. after 5 p.m. 
635.5008 (p.17.21) 
1973 VOLKSWAGON WINDOW 
VAN: Needs minor repairs 
$2,500.00 Phone 632.6328. (c.17- 
21) 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
12x52 2 bedrooms furnished. 
Priced $5,800. 
also 
5 TON TRUCK equipped with 
power winch. Price $1,500. 
Phone 638.1676. (p.17,19,21,3,S) 
1974 12x60 Bendix mobile home. 
2 beoroom partlal!y furnished 
fully skirted with lacy shack. 
Best offer. Phone 635.5292 after 
6:00 p.m. (C.14.15.16) 
1963 GMC 5 TON 
Equipped with power winch. 
Price S1500.00. Phone 635.1676,. 
(P.14.16.17.19.21) 
For Sale: 1974 12'x~' Bendix 
trailer. Fully furnished. Set up 
In picturesque Braun's Island 
trailer park. Must ssll.vm;y 
reasonable prlca. Call 6311.1091 
preterably evenings. (sff)  
MOBILE HOME 12X52 
2 bedroom furnished. Priced at 
S5,8000.00. Phone 635-1676. (P. 
14-15.16.17.19-21) 
RS CO. 4620 Davis. 
West part of Lot B BIk. 13, of 
BIk. A DL 361, Plan"3151 RSCD. 
- 4631 Davis. 
E Pt. of Lot B BIk. 13, of BIk. A 
DL 361, Plan 3151 R5CD - 4629 
Davis. 
Lot 10, BIK. 3, DL 361, Plan 3203 
RSCD - 4720 Homer Ave. ( WHEREAS pursuant to the 
Lot 3 BIk 3 DL 361, Plan 3204 previsions of section 766 of the 
RSCD - 4705 Soucle Ave. Municipal Act, the Raglenal 
Let 5 NV=, BIk. 16, DL 351, Plan 
3273 R5CD - 4609 Straume. 
Lot S EV2 BIk. !1 DL 361, Plan 
3329 RSCD - 4709 Park Ave. 
Lot 9 of Lot 3 of EV2 BIk 8 Plan 
1985 DL 361, Plan 3473 RSCD. 
4707 Lean Ave. 
Parcel A Explan plan 4166 Lot 3 
Elk 12, DL 361, Plan 1117, RSCD 
. 4742 Tuck Ave. 
Lot B of Lot 15 of South ~/2 BIk 1 
DL 361, Plan 5989 RSCD - 4744 
Tuck Ave. 
Lot 32, Blk 6 DL 369 Plan 972 
providing worksand services as 
provided for In paragraph 2 end 
In the said by.law, the regional 
board may fix the terms and 
conditions under which the 
works or service wil l  be 
provided, and may also specify 
the manner In which the costs 
will be recovered whether by 
charges, frontage tax or real 
property taxation, or any 
combination thereof. 
(2) Before exercising the 
powers under subsection (I), 
the regional board shall obtain 
the written consent of the 
Director of each electoral area 
thereby affected by the works 
or service proposed to be us. 
derteken for such electoral 
areas, or specified areas 
thereof, and shell, by by.law, a 
copy of which shall be deposited 
In the office of the Inspector of 
Municipalities, name the 
par t i c ipat ing  member  
municlpelltes and in the event a 
spaclflad area of an electoral 
area Is designated a par- 
ticipating member 
municipality, such speclfed 
area shall bedeflned by metes 
and bounds description In the 
sold by.law, and the said by.law 
"shall declare the electoral 
areas, or specified area thereof 
to be a works or service unit. 
5. The annual net cost at- 
tributable to this function shall 
be apportioned among the 
member municipalities making 
up each works or service unit 
referred to In paragraph 4(2) 
hereof, on the basis of 
assessment, as fixed for the 
current year which may be 
taxed for school purposes ex. 
etudlngproperty that is taxable 
for school purposes only by 
special Act. 
AND THAT the Letters 
Patent of the Regional District 
of Klflmet-Stlklne be deemed to 
be amended accordingly. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, 
We have cussed these Our 
Letters to be made Patent and 
the Great Seal of Our said 
Province to be hereunto affixed. 
WITNESS, The Henourable 
John L. FarHs Administrator of 
our seld*;Provlnca of British 
Columbia, In Our City of Vlc. 
1aria, In our sald Province, this 
eighth day of September, In the 
year of Our Lord one thousand 
nine hundred and seventy.seven 
and In the twenty.sixth year of 
• Our Reign. 
By Command. 
RSCD - 4550 Laketse. 
Lots 28 & 29 BIk 6 DL 369 Plan Letters Patent or sup- 
972 Range 5 coast District . plementary Letters Patent and 
• for this purpose, the Lieutenant- 
3228 Kalum St. Governor In Council may, an the 
Lot 30 Blk 6 DL 369 Plan 972 
RSCD -3232 Kalum St. 
Lot 15 Blk 9 DL 369 Plan 972 
RSCD. 4431 Lakelse. 
Lot 10 Blk 2 DL 369 Plan 3094 
RSCD - 4419 Legion. 
Lot I DL 369 Plan 7024 RSCD. 
3210 School St. 
BIk 3 DL 611 Plan 3067 RSCD • 
5003 Graham. 
Lot 2 Except part Included In 
plan 4660 BIk 4 DL611 Plan 3604 
RSCD. 4940 McDeek. 
Lot 64 DL 615 Plan 1215 R5CD - 
5235 Haugland. 
Lot 10 Blks 5, 6, &7 DL 837 Plan 
3320 Range 5 Coast District . 
4106 5parks St. 
The S 6.5 acres of Lot 3 Sac. 
DD14647. 1 DL 838 Plan 1185 
Range S CD. - 3624 Kalum St. 
The North V2 of BIk 4 DL 977 
Plan 1055 Ra.nge 5 Coast District 
4314 Sparks St. 
(c-15,16) 
ee  
Your heart works 
harder when 
you're not in the 
game. Get fit 
and turn the 
clock back. 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
I I  ~<J - " l  <' .~'^P • - I 
A a lack  in the bathroom 
mey prevent morning dilly. 
dallying. 
District of Kltlmat-Sflklne was 
incoporated by Letters Patent. 
Issued on the 14th day of Sep- 
tember, 1976. 
H.A. Curtis 
Minister of Municipal Affairs 
and H0uslng. 
AND WHEREAS section 766 
of the Municipal ACt provides, 
Inter alia, that In eddltlen to the 
functions conferred by this Act, 
a regional district has such 
functions as are provided by  
recommendation of the 
Minister, provide in the Letters 
Patent or supplementary 
Letters Patent such further 
oblects, powers, obligations. 
duties, limitations and con- 
ditions in respect to any or all 
functions requested pursuant o 
this section: 
AND WHEREAS the 
Regional Board of the Regional 
District of Kltlmet.Stlklne has 
requested the function of 
Development of Subdivisions 
and Housing with all l~lectoral 
Areas as partlclpetlng member 
municipalities: 
AND WHEREAS the 
provisions of the said section 766 
have been duly compiled with: 
AND KNOW YE THAT We do 
order and proclaim that on, 
from, and after the date 
hereof, the following be added 
to the objects, powers, 
obligations, duties, limitations, 
and conditions of the Regional 
District of Kltlmat.Stlklne: 
DIVISION XI - 
DEVELOPMENT 
OF SUBDIVISIONS AND 
HOUS I NG 
1. All Electoral Areas shall 
participate In this function. 
2. The Regional District Is 
empowered to undertake the 
development of subdivisions 
and the provisions of housing 
pursuant o the provisions of the 
Housing Act being Chapter 183, 
RSBC 1960 as amended. 
3. For the purpose of carrying 
out this function, section 215A of 
the Munlcpal ACt shall apply, 
mutatls mutandls, to the 
regional district. 
4. (1) The regional district 
may, by by.law, wlth the ap. 
proval of the Inspector of 
Municipalities create specified 
areas for the purpose o f  
Gracy McCarthy 
Provincial Secretary and 
.Minister of Travel Industry. 
68. Legal  
District of Kltlmal 
Notice of Tax S, es 
As per section 395 of the 
Municipal Act, ur ess the 
delinquent axes ~ • paid on or 
before September 29th 1977, a 
tax sale will be held In the 
municipal Count I Chambers, 
!101 Kingflshl • Avenue, 
Kltlmat, B.C. a; 10:00 a.m. 
September 30th, 977 for the 
.dlspesltlon of the allowing 
properties: 
RANGE COAST I ISTRICT 
Block 1202B 
Lot No. 15 
Plan 3499 Industr I Avenue 
Block 1204 
Lot No.15 
Plan 3400 Industr ~1 Avenue 
Block 1204 
Lot No. 16 Plan 400 506 En- 
terprlse Avenue 
Block 220 
Space No.7 
584 W. Columbla • venue 
Block 264 
Space No. D-4 
653 W. Columbla venue 
M.Fell Treasurer :oflector 
(C.16) 
I 
car is 
gyml 
Wng. 
m., 
FOOD Bi* SKET  
Factory Pro essed 
At least 75 per ;ent of the 
food consumed in North 
America has be n factory- 
processed in ox : way or 
another. Some ,)0 chem- 
icals have beer, added to 
the cans. bottles boxes and 
packages for s. e on our 
supermarket she es. ' 
Real Potato :hips 
The Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration sa3 that the 
new-style dehyd', tted chips 
can be classed as potato 
chips as long a they are 
"made from d led pota- 
toes." Those ~ rds must 
appear on all ontainers 
carrying the pro~ ct. 
• •  
)d retains 
its shaae, i 
DEALERS WANTED 
. .indlvldualk nmle or halle, wsflh~ IW l.P.S, f~r ffm |ale el Mp Im'l~l idwlo 
woa,m N pmm~m kxJua~: 
KODAK WESTiNGHOUSr 
BURGESS KEYSTONE 
POLAROID HOLSTON ALBi; AS 
..PurmaNolmm'ciwvlmerty. MinimumpurdmeW227. seals 'all~lfNt. 
gmMng bimm ckllw ~ IndusttyI 
Call Mr. Green COLLECT (614) 228-1753 
' INTERNATIONAL PHOTO Sf PPLY  
1/4 N. Third St. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets only.. 3 .75  
THE DalLY HERAL! 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings ( 
right persons. 
Phone Mr, Loiselle 635-6357 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
. . . . . . .  t *~ J . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  *~ . . . . .  . . . . .  
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l COMICS I the daily her ,]d 
ON THE LIGt [TER SIDE 
The Wiza 'd of Id by ,arker and Johnny hart 
( I~.~A/HA~ tNA'IUXP-J:~ / 
WAIWr'IN~ HI.~ ~.ll,,..Id~lJ 
/ 
Bonar's 
t .C. 
', tfish (,, 
by Addison 
by jolmny hart 
ACROSS 40 Unpleasant DOWN 
1 Part d person 1 Start for 
N.B. (slang) plusor 
S Hardy 4~ Dotsil, sense 
character inpart 2 "--to 
9 Shake- 43 "--you Autmnn" 
spoare's don't suc- 3 Pull by a 
start cced..." chain 
1~ Rupulatlon 40 GI 4 Arsenal 
13 Man's uame address, S Topic 
11Lumpof inpart 6 Discerd 
coal 40 Golter's goddess 
15 Where Los word 7 Thus (L.) 
Atsmos is 50 Hatteras, S Concave 
1/LaM area for one moldings 
18 Chooses Sl Layer 9 Dispersed 
15 Sum SZ Sidereal 10 An hour in 
21 Dearest, in or lunar Barcelona 
Montmartre ~3."--for All 11 Biblical 
~I Decree aea.~oas" brother 
~$---Roller 
N EanieK 
understood 
30 Nigerisn 
native 
31 Gives up 
Female ruff 
23 Dreamy 
composition 
Watery 
animal 
fluids 
Riverto 
the Cuplan 
3'/Sea duck 
=iToasped. 
fled time 
Avg.time of solution: 23 min. 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
Z 3 
12 
15 
NNN" 
21 22 23 
Z~ 
50 
55 
by Rog Bollen 
m" 
r6i 
s"[ I 
I 1  
I,° 
" I I  
W Is 
16 Upon (prefix) 
~0 Reston 
one's -- 
21 Chatter 
(slang) 
~ Tramp 
23 Public 
speaking 
24 Festival 
Move in 
spirals 
27 The end 
of Barlin 
~8 Withered 
29 Rip 
31 Meet re. 
qalrements 
~1 Starter 
triumph 
~ Glassy 
mineral 
37 Pixie 
Western 
State 
Back of 
the neck 
4O Amazon 
estuary 
• 41 Passage in
the brain 
/4 Enemy 
45 Part 0is 
pile driver 
46 Watering 
place 
47 A decade in 
Tennessee 
IO II 
@@ 
28 29 
Lousy Student May 
Mean Lousy Roomie 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 bylhe Chicago Tdbun&N.Y,News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old woman living alone in 
an apartment and I need a roommate to share expenses. 
A 16-year-old boy wants to be my roommate. We work 
together. His parents kicked him out of the house because 
he did lousy in school, and he needs a place to live. 
What worries me is thiS: If the boy moves in with me, 
will I get in trouble because he is a minor and I am an 
adult? And even if I don't get in trouble with the law, do 
apartment owners have the right to know whether a 
couple is married or not? 
I'm having my doubts because of this kid's age. Please 
help. 
SECOND THOUGHTS 
DEAR SECOND: At the risk of sounding like a broken 
record, if you are concerned about your "rights" and "the 
law," ¢onanlt a lawyer. (The laws differ from state to 
te.) You are wise to have second thoughts. A 16-year-old 
who was ldcked out by his parents because he did 
"lousy" in school would probably make a lousy roommate. 
DEAR ABBY: My sister-in-law (111 call her "Nancy") has 
just had her second miscarriage intwo years. Of course we 
fell very sorry for her because she has no children and she 
wants a child very much. 
The problem, however, is Nancy's mother (my 
mother-in-law). She has asked everyone in the family not 
to talk about heir children or even mention '~oabies" in
front of Nancy because it might upset her. 
Twoofus in the family are pregnant right now, and this 
request see.ms ridiculous to me. She has even said that out 
of consideration to Nancy, if there are going to be any baby 
showers, they should be done "quietly" so Nancy won't 
know about them. 
I would like your opinion on this. 
BABY BLUES 
DEAR BLUES: Nancy's mother may mean well, but 
she's protective of Nancy to the point of.being unrealistic. 
Of course you shouldn't allow the subject of babies to 
dominate the conversation i Nancy's presence, but you 
shouldn't go to ridiculous extremes to shield her. 
DEAR ABBY': How can I tell my friends that it's m poor 
taste to question adivorcee about her "ex'? After 24 years 
of what everyone (including me) thought was a good 
marriage, my husband ran off with another woman. That 
was two years ago, and people still ask me, "What do you 
hear from Lester?" 
What do they expect me to hear from him? 
Just before our daughter was married last June, people 
nearly drove me crazy, asking, "Is her father going to give 
her away?" And, "Did you invite 'him' and his new wife to. ,,- ,, " I@ '° "11 ,ew,d , III/(Dvl ] I' I1" " " Abby, Imnot the kind of person whocan tell people off, 
I I I / ,~:~E ~ ,  / ; I A~l  ~ Z ~'~[~ ~//////~49 but rd oare like to know how to respend ts questions I hab~ 
i I I~ J  ~ ; ~ ' ~ ;  to 'an.ar. LIBRA 
' . . .~  L IB .= YOU are not obligated to answe; a 
question is in bad taste, simply say, "I'd rather not talk 
, rvn :c ,nUln 
Your iadivi ual 
R 
. BOU'T VMPLXPLX VRYMT Francesl)rake ~-=/~.~__ 
t l a g a r  Horrible by  D ik  Browne Yesterday's CryptoqnIp--BABY TIRES; PRATTLES 
SLEEPILY. ~ 1977 King Features Syndicate0 |no. FOR MONDAY, SCORPIO l~ , t ,~  
Today's Cryptoqulp due: M equals L (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
The Cryptoquip "is a simple substitution cipher in which each SEPTEMBER ~,  1977 Do not be overly concerned with setbacks, opposition. 
" c~ltl~ ~. ~[~. '~0~ ~[ J [~ letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it Taken philosophically, they can 
~ P.~12.~OIq~tl.- / will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, be teachers, stabilizers. Some 
and words using an apestroplw can give you clues to locating fine advantages in the o~Ing. 
C)L I~T IOb~ P ~ / / / /  voweb. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. (Mar.ARIES21 to Apr. 20) e ~  (Nov.SAGITrARIUS23 to Dee. 21) ~g.~ 
  Dr. Lamb 
I)oonesbu]:y • by  Garry Trudeau 
/n NO MOO~ ~¢Affr A ~#C~ l ~J~ ~'~,  T/~ I you z/~.q, ~ mv'r I "[IMP,. 
r-oR~o///~ ro#u/~y ~-  I F/[~'7~'~-A~'~.WT ,~,,,w,,/ I  #iO~ 7//E S'Z~N~ #M..z I [ ~'ffl.[. 
= D/s~lp77o/vs/ PAI~/~ CANALI A PA, VAJ4m/,W.. %~,;~:.' I I /WJ ~/~/~ Nor.. I 
: / /f YOU,. ~ IN THe I , \ ^.u~ , I ~ /~Tt~?  SHOU~.D I 
1~ sO 
5M~- 
P.A~5~.P., 
/¢@w fr? 
T e Amazing Spider-man 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~'IRING AT aPlOER./HAIV, TH£ K/IVG. I 
PlNr,~ L.ETItAL BLAST STRUCK H/S I 
W/FE, VAMMaaFR,/NST~AD, f 4NO NOW... I 
5HE NEEDS "%~ HE5 FORGOTTENJ 
A Decree! ~ ASOUT ~s/_ J
EVERY 5SCONP/ ~ 
f r KNOW 
WHO HE; 15/ 
)lll~ | | |Y '~  "THERF-'~ ONLY/0~1~ WAY TO I 
t 
By Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D. 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am 
a 16-year-old girl and have an 
intimate sexual relationship 
with my 17-year-old 
boyfriend. 
I am concerned as to 
whether I can become preg- 
nant if my virginity is not 
taken. We use the withdrawal 
technique. Is there any 
possibility that I can conceive 
if the hymen is not ruptured? 
My boyfriend is confident 
that no sperm can inundate 
the ovary if the hymen is still 
intact. Personally I tend to 
believe this too, but I am hav- 
ing apprehensions. I hope you 
can allay my fears. 
I don't want to face the em- 
barrassment and heartbreak 
that an unwanted pregnancy 
would bring on my family and 
myself. 
DEAR READER -- First of 
all, the withdrawal technique 
is one of the least reliable 
forms of birth control, and it 
is the most commonly used 
method in active youngsters 
-- including those who should 
know better. 
It only takes one sperm cell 
united with an ovum to induce 
a pregnancy. A small amount 
of sperm at the vaginal open- 
ing can result in pregnancy. 
No, the hymen does not 
have to be broken for pregnan- 
cy to occur. This membrane- 
like structure already has a 
hole in it or is torn at the time 
a girl begins menstruating. 
There is no other way for nor- 
mal menstrual discharge to 
occur. The opening that per- 
mrs passage ofblood also will 
permit passage of sperm 
ceils. 
You might ask yourself why 
you and your family would be 
embarrassed or have hear- 
tache if you were to become a 
mother. I suspect you will say 
that it is because your parents 
would not approve of your life 
style. I can't make your 
decisions for you, but you 
should resolve your feelings 
about his before you run the 
risk of pregnancy. Your own 
responses, your parents' 
responses, your partner's 
responses, and what happens 
to an unwanted baby are all 
things every girl should 
carefully consider in deciding 
what life style she will choose, 
It is better to confront hese 
basic facts while one still has 
a choice rather than after it is 
too late. 
MS 
W Walk, jog, run, 
skate, ski, swim, 
paddle, pedal... 
don't let life 
C catch you with 
your head down. 
) Fitness is fun, 
Try some. 
Q 'SR?/DPJDZ 
Extraordinarily fine in- 
fluences! There will be many 
means at your disposal for 
acldeCmg goals, reaping an 
abundant harvest of gratifying 
rewards. A time for ACTIONI 
TAURUS ~'~i~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) - - ' l~ -  
There is a prevalent tendency 
toward unconventionality. 
Don't Join those who are in. 
discreet. Bend backwards, in 
fact, to give a good example d
the wisdom of conservative 
action. 
G~ ~ 
(May 22 to June 21) 
You must reckon with strong 
opposition ow. But, with tact, 
good Judgment and your innate 
perceptiveness, you should be 
able to overcome it. 
c,~cm e~ (June 22 to July 23) 
Be alert. Scrutinize all 
situations before acting. Rule 
out doubt, fear d failure. You 
have the know.how! 
(July 24 to ,Aug. 23) 
Auspicious influences in- 
dicate new opportunities, 
reception o f  delayed 
recognition, the successful 
conclusion of pending 
nogotintims. All in all, a good 
dayl 
rage ~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept, =) 
A day for gathering in. 
formation, sifting details of a 
project you have in mind. Well 
prepared, you should conclude 
it satisfactorily. Lnm ~ 
(Sept. 94 to Oct. 23) 
Don't flounder about without 
a set and clear target. Know 
where you stand and HOW you 
intend to accomplish. Then the 
doing will be truly dfectlve, 
stimulating. 
Persons IB your occupatiouul 
circle may seem to be rather 
dementing, but try to maUm 
that overaggresslveness is often 
a sign of i~er insecurity and 
respond accordingly. 
c R,co  VJI 
(DOe, ~. to Jan, 9.0) 
Never mind the odds against 
you! Keep working toward your 
objectives. There is always a 
way for the imaginative, op- 
timistic worker. And. you are 
thatl 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
You will have less opposition 
in certain areas than you ex- 
pect. Take the bit by the teeth; 
put beliefs, intuitive ideas 
actively to work. 
P,,C  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Good stellar influences should 
encourage you to step out and 
try for bigger gains. Accelerate 
your pace but do not reduce 
effectiveness by scattering 
energies. 
YOU" BORN TODAY are a 
highly sensitive and idealistic 
individual, endowed with Isfty 
ambitions, and reveling lh 
beauty wherever you find it. 
You have a great love of the arts 
and fortunately, the talents 
needed to succeed in them 
yourself-- provided, of course, 
that you properly educate 
yourself along the desired lines. 
Music, poetry, the theater and 
literature have the greatest 
appeal for you and, should you 
not choose one of these as a 
career, may well take up me or 
more as an avocation. Birthdute 
of: Pope Paul VI; Cuthbert 
(Lord) Colllngwood, Brit. ad- 
miral; T.S. E l io t ,  poet, 
playwright; Julie London, 
singer, actress. 
